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In a commentary on public radio station WHYY this spring, Chris Satullo posed the question, “Does
watershed achievement flat-out excuse rotten personal behavior?”
Satullo was ruminating about two of the most famous innovators and business leaders of our time:
Steve Jobs, founder of Apple Inc., and Mark Zuckerberg, the creator of Facebook.
In addition to making more money than you or I could spend (shall we try?), these movers and
shakers have changed the way most of us live, succeeding in doing what Jobs described as “making
a dent in the universe.”
Both have been lauded as brilliant, entrepreneurial and visionary. They have also been characterized
as arrogant, rude and bullies.
And so, Satullo asks, “Does making a dent in the universe excuse being a jerk?”
In this issue of Northampton magazine, you’ll find out what local leaders think. You’ll also be privy
to lessons they’ve learned about leadership from books, from mentors and from experience.

“Has what is required to be a good
leader changed over the years?
See what you think ...”
Can leadership really be taught? Northampton’s student leadership program, President’s
Leadership Institute and the management training programs offered by NCC’s Center for Business &
Industry suggest that it can.
Has what is required to be a good leader changed over the years? See what you think after reading
observations Pulitzer Prize-winning author Doris Kearns Goodwin made about Abraham Lincoln during
her visit to campus in April, and a “closing reflection” by NCC’s vice president for academic affairs,
Jeff Focht.
We’ve put it off for as long as we can, but in this issue of Northampton magazine, we say goodbye
to two exceptional leaders — Northampton’s president, Dr. Arthur Scott, and Sue Kubik, the vice
president who launched this magazine 15 years ago when the rest of the staff said (or at least
thought), “On top of everything else we’re doing? Epic fail!”
It seems quite fitting that the magazine garnered “gold” this spring as the best community college
magazine in the country, a tribute to Sue’s propensity for looking beyond present reality to future
possibility and leading from here to there.
We have learned a lot about leadership from Art Scott and Sue Kubik. Both have proven that it is
possible to make a dent in the universe without arrogance.
We wish them well. ◆
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ON THE COVER

Dr. Arthur Scott, president, and Sue Kubik, vice president,
Institutional Advancement, both retiring in June, have
devoted their careers to supporting NCC students and
nurturing their success. Here they are seen surrounded by
some expressive theatre students.
PHOTO BY ADAM ATKINSON
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OH,

What a Spr
The View from the Academic Stratosphere
Last fall, Dr. John Leiser, an associate biology professor who teaches at
Northampton’s Monroe Campus, found himself in the local, national and
regional spotlight when he was named Pennsylvania Professor of the Year
by the Carnegie Foundation for the Advancement of Teaching and the
Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE). This spring,
two NCC students earned equally impressive honors, and scholarships
that will help them further their education:
LaToya Brown

Nursing major LaToya Brown was
one of 50 community college students nationwide selected as a
Coca-Cola Gold Scholar and one of
160 students chosen as Newman
Civic Fellows. The first award
recognizes academic achievement,
leadership skills and volunteer
service. The second honors “inspiring college student leaders
who have demonstrated an investment in finding solutions for challenges facing communities
throughout the country.” Having
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completed her associate degree at
Northampton in May, Brown plans
to continue her studies at DeSales
University with the ultimate goal
of becoming a nurse practitioner
specializing in acute care. When
she was in high school, she was
told that it was unlikely she could
succeed in the sciences in college.
She graduated from Northampton
with a 4.0 average.
Mostafa Elkohil

Mostafa Elkohil is the first stu-

dent in NCC history to be named
a Jack Kent Cooke Undergraduate Transfer Scholar. As one of
only 60 students in the country
to qualify for this honor, he will
receive up to $30,000 per year to
complete his bachelor’s degree
at the college or university of his
choice. He also was selected to
receive a Hites Transfer Scholarship from the international honor
society Phi Theta Kappa. A native of Egypt, Elkohil has been
very active in student organizations and community service
projects at Northampton. After
earning a master’s and Ph.D. in
mechanical engineering, his goal
is to design and manufacture
energy-efficient cars that will
be affordable for people in
his homeland.

Remembering
Bob Wood
Sometimes too many cooks spoil
the broth, but sometimes they
can learn from each other. Bob
Wood knew that, and he made
sure NCC’s culinary students had
that opportunity. In 2000, the thenchairman of Wood Dining Services
established a Chef-in-Residence
Program at Northampton to give
students and the community an
opportunity to learn from chefs of
national and international renown.
This April — six months after
Wood’s death — the program
was renamed in his honor. “Bob
Wood will be part of this community forever,” NCC President
Arthur Scott told guests who had
come to enjoy a meal prepared by
the students under the direction
of award-winning chef Roberto
Santibañez, owner of the Fonda
restaurants in Brooklyn and Manhattan. The identity of next fall’s
Robert C. Wood Chef-in-Residence
is still a secret!
PHOTOS BY RANDY MONCEAUX

Talk About a
Fast Break!
Of the eight teams that competed in
the National Junior College Athletic
Association’s women’s basketball
championship this year, only one had

A Promise for the Class of 2012
never been to the Big Dance before:
Northampton! The Lady Spartans
finished sixth in the nation in only
their third year of competition, thanks
to the talent, tenacity and team play
of Tiara Aziz, Halie Cintron, Shana
Clark, Alyssa Gibson, Jahnna Salazar,
Michelle Thomas, Fayna Vinson and
Kiersten Young, and the coaching of
Art Wolfe, Tara Belfield and Phil Eppilote. Cintron finished the season as
the top rebounder in NCC’s history and
the first NCC basketball player named
an NJCAA All-American. Wolfe recorded his 400th career victory when
the team won the regional championship. He later was named NJCAA
District E Coach of the Year.

Bravo,
Bravissimo!
Dr. Manuel A.
Gonzalez, director of international programs
at Northampton,
is this year’s
recipient of the Dr. Werner Kubsch
Award given by Community Colleges
for International Development, Inc.
to a community college educator
who has demonstrated outstanding
achievement in international education related to community colleges
and to the betterment of international relations. Gonzalez has expanded international exchange and
study opportunities for students and
faculty from NCC and from colleges
in Russia, Turkey, Denmark and
France. He also has spearheaded
programs to provide technical training for students from Africa, South
America, Asia, Eurasia
and Ukraine. ◆

“The Best is Yet to Come”
ommencement is always one of the happiest occasions of the year. It’s hard to tell who’s
prouder: the graduates, their families and friends or the faculty and staff who have
taught and mentored students on their educational journeys.
This year was no exception. Ceremonies held in January and in May celebrated the
accomplishments of close to 1,600 men and women who completed associate degrees, certificates
and specialized diplomas at Northampton this past year.
Some were barely out of their teens. Others were pushing 70. Some were proud to have served
their country before enrolling. Others were casualties of economic wars who needed to find new careers in the wake of “the Great Recession.” Some will continue their education at four-year colleges
and universities in the fall. Others will enter or re-enter the workforce.
Together they personified the line in the Northampton alma mater that talks about taking pride
in diversity.
The May commencement speaker was someone the class knew well: Dr. Arthur Scott had served
as president of Northampton for nine years, and he had been a vice president or dean when some of
their older siblings (or parents!) attended the College. He was touched when asked to speak to the
graduates.
He drew his message from life experience, emphasizing the importance of persistence when
things do not go as planned, and stressing the value of curiosity and constant learning for “a generation that will need to invent and reinvent itself many times.”
He also spoke about kindness, making his point with a two-part quiz. First he asked the graduates
to identify three Nobel Peace Prize winners, three Pulitzer Prize winners, three governors of Pennsylvania, and the last three teams that won the World Series, eliciting chuckles when he said, “I’m
going to go out on a limb and bet that nobody in the class could answer all four questions correctly.”
Then the president gave members of the class of 2012 another chance, asking them to name
three individuals who helped them through a difficult time, three teachers in whose classes they
learned a great deal, and three people who made them feel special and appreciated.
“No one would argue that the accomplishments reflected in the first set of questions are significant,” Scott said, but “acclaim fades. Life moves on. The people who helped us along the way, who
cared about us, who paid witness to our lives — these are the people you will never forget.”
The president encouraged graduates to be those kinds of people.
And then the man who gave 36 years of his life to Northampton and the class of 2012 commenced together. ◆
Mom and her fan club. Flanked
by her family, Nancy Kutches, a
past president of NCC’s Nursing
Student Organization, holds up the
leadership award she received at the
pinning ceremony before the January
commencement exercises. A member
of NCC’s chapter of the international
honor society Phi Theta Kappa,
Kutches graduated with distinction.

EXCELLENCE

Pulitzer Prize Winner Sets the Bar High for National Endowment for the Humanities Lecture Series

A Night to Remember

Doris Kearns Goodwin
Mesmerizes Audience at NCC

Knowledgeable, entertaining, insightful, inspiring and brilliant were a few of the adjectives used to
describe Doris Kearns Goodwin’s talk at NCC in April. The Pulitzer Prize-winning author delighted
the crowd with her scholarship, gift for storytelling and wit.

If you didn’t get

to meet Abraham Lincoln 150
years ago, listening to presidential historian Doris Kearns
Goodwin’s talk about him was
the next best thing.
More than 1,000 people
had that opportunity on April
12 when Goodwin spoke at
Northampton Community College as the culmination of a
year of National Endowment
for the Humanities-funded
programming exploring “The
Meaning of Freedom” in the
context of the 150th anniversary of the start of the Civil War.
4 NCC SUMMER 2012

Sol Levy, assistant professor
of history, welcomed Goodwin
to Northampton, pointing out
that her visit coincided with
the very day on which the first
shots of the Civil War were fired
on Fort Sumter. Levy described
Lincoln as a genius, whose gifts
were exemplified by his ability
to interact with others and perform in times of crisis. “Genius
emerged from a log cabin in
19th-century Kentucky,” Levy
said, adding that “genius can
emerge from a community college in the 21st century.”
NCC student Jason Vander-

burg gave Goodwin an eloquent
introduction, describing his
own fascination with history
and politics.
A petite woman with exuberant energy, Goodwin spiced
her talk about Lincoln with
anecdotes about her internship
and biographical work with
President Lyndon B. Johnson
and her lifelong love of baseball.
The author of many historical
books, she becomes enraptured
with her subjects. During the
research and writing of her book
about Lincoln, “Team of Rivals,”
she awoke thinking about the

president and fell asleep with
him still on her mind.
“Abraham Lincoln created
the most unusual presidential
team in history,” Goodwin
said — “a team of his rivals. It
was a sign of his greatness that
Lincoln recognized the abilities
of former adversaries and assembled these opponents to
serve on his cabinet because
he knew they were right for
the job,” Goodwin said. Edwin
Stanton, an erstwhile foe who
had once scorned Lincoln for his
ill-fitting clothes and disheveled
hair, came to be the president’s
close friend and secretary of
war — the man who uttered
“now he belongs to the ages,”
at Lincoln’s deathbed. Radicals,
moderates and conservatives all
served in Lincoln’s administration in one way or another.
Lincoln was able to weld
disparate personalities into a
team through his brilliant understanding of leadership, Goodwin
explained. As a leader, he let
his teammates question him to
express divergent views, yet he
knew when the time for discussion had ended and the time for
decision had arrived.
Lincoln also possessed the
ability to learn from his errors,
Goodwin said. He was willing
to share the credit for his successes, to shoulder blame for
his subordinates’ mistakes, to
acknowledge his weaknesses
and compensate for them.
When angry, he could control

his emotions. Often, he’d vent
his fury by writing letters, putting them away unsent. He also
understood the need to relax
to renew himself for the next
day. Attending plays and telling
funny stories afforded him temporary diversion from unimaginable burdens.
As a leader, Lincoln never
lost sight of the people he represented. “Ordinary people would
line up at his office to seek jobs
for their relatives,” Goodwin
said. “He held receptions to
which anyone could come.”
The historian also said that
Lincoln’s command of language
elevated him as a leader. The
beauty of his language and
the power of his metaphors
instructed and inspired.
Interestingly, NCC Student
Leadership Program students,
who helped out at the event,
said that Lincoln’s leadership
principles matched those they
are learning in class.
Goodwin described her own
love of the written word and her
fascination with storytelling,
which led her to become an historian. Growing up in Rockville
Center, Long Island, she shared
a passionate love of baseball —
PHOTOS BY DAVID W. COULTER

Getting a chance to talk with Doris Kearns Goodwin one-on-one was a thrill for education major
Jason Vanderburg, who looks forward to teaching history someday. Vanderburg had the honor of
introducing Dr. Goodwin at the lecture attended by 1,000+ history buffs. To Vanderburg’s right above
is Assistant Professor of History Sholomo Levy, the faculty coordinator of Northampton’s year-long
exploration of “The Civil War – The Meaning of Freedom.”

Goodwin spiced her talk about Lincoln with
anecdotes about her internship and biographical
work with President Lyndon B. Johnson and her
lifelong love of baseball.
especially the Brooklyn Dodgers
— with her father. Her father
taught her to keep game scores
and asked Goodwin to record
these for him during each game.
In effect, she acted as a sportswriter, unaware that her father
had access to similar information from the newspaper. “I was
recording history, so that my
father would know what had
happened in a game,” Goodwin
recalled. “I learned the magic
of history and that history is a
story, with a beginning, middle
and end.”
It is evident that Goodwin
enjoys what she writes about.

“History is conflict, people,
drama, stories,” she said.
After her talk, Goodwin
took questions from the audience. To “do we need another
Lincoln now?” she replied that
President Barack Obama assembled a team of rivals when
he appointed his chief campaign
opponents, Hillary Clinton as his
secretary of state and Joe Biden
as his vice president. Goodwin
acknowledged, however, that
the culture of Washington has
become so polarized that working relationships that cross party
lines are rare today.
“What would you like to ask

Lincoln if you could?” another
audience member asked. Goodwin replied that she would like
to ask him how he would have
handled Reconstruction, an unknowable story.
In answer to a question from
a student about a career as an
historian, she gave motherly advice, using as examples her own
three sons’ unexpected paths.
After the lecture, Goodwin
cheerfully signed copies of
“Team of Rivals,” taking a moment to chat with each person
lined up from the Spartan Center to the Student Life Zone ◆
by Myra Saturen
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This is Reality TV

‘Be More’ PBS Promo
NCC Student Will Be Profiled on Public Television
If you are

watching public television
and see a lab that looks familiar, do not be surprised. You
may also spot students from
Northampton Community College, and a science professor
who resembles Dr. Sharon
Lee-Bond.
In February, a production
crew hired by the Public Broadcasting Service (PBS) flew to
the Lehigh Valley from Wisconsin to produce a promotional
spot that will air on public
television stations nationwide
starting this summer.
The 60-second videos will
feature five people who have
aspired to”Be More” thanks to
public television. One is Christian Ramos, a biological studies
major at NCC.
As a fan of PBS39, Ramos
sometimes checks their Facebook page. Last summer, he
saw a post asking visitors
how public television had
affected their lives.
Ramos replied that as a
child he was “obsessed” by
dinosaurs and dreamed of
becoming a paleontologist, but
by the time he graduated from
Liberty High School, financial
concerns led him to join the
Army and then take any job
that would pay the bills. When
he wasn’t “on the clock,” he
still spent a lot of time reading
and thinking about science.
One night, Ramos and
a friend were watching the
award-winning science series
6 NCC SUMMER 2012

Above: Never one to let an educational opportunity go to waste,
Associate Professor of Biology Sharon Lee-Bond (right) discusses
how the spectrophotometer is used to analyze samples with
biology major Chris Ramos (center) during the videotaping
in the Penn Hall lab. Below: Ramos demonstrates his powers
of concentration as he studies in the Harriett and Paul Mack
Library with the paparazzi nearby.

NOVA on PBS. Ramos seemed
to know as much as the narrator, so his friend asked him
why he didn’t pursue science
as a career. It was an “aha”
moment. Earlier in his life, that
goal had seemed impractical,
but now Ramos thought, “Why
not?” After working as a cook
and saving his money, he enrolled at NCC as the first stop
on a path he hopes will lead to
an advanced degree in evolutionary genetics.
Ramos thought no more
about his Facebook post until
he received a call from Jon
Hornbacher, a director with
Tilt Media who was convinced
his story could inspire others.
From there, “things just
snowballed,” Ramos says.

When Hornbacher came
to NCC to videotape Ramos,
he brought along a team that
included an award-winning
videographer, a lighting expert,
a still photographer, a hair
and makeup artist, as well
as staff from PBS.
After meeting with Associate Professor of Biology
Lee-Bond and NCC lab tech Dan
Peters to discuss what kinds of

lab projects might look best on
camera, they decided on one
involving pH testing, another requiring use of a microscope, and
a third in which Ramos would
use a spectrophotometer.
Peters and Lee-Bond set up
lab stations accordingly with
test tubes, petri dishes and
beakers full of brightly colored
solutions that Lee-Bond jokingly describes as “lab chic.”
Students in Jaye Beetem’s
Intro to Acting class were recruited as “extras.” While they
donned white lab coats and
safety glasses, Ramos found
himself in the hands of the hair
and makeup artist. He didn’t
protest as she washed and
styled his dark locks to fit her
vision of what a science major
should look like, but when he
spotted the eyelashes with butterfly wings in her makeup kit,
he appeared a bit alarmed.
“Don’t worry,” Hornbacher
assured Ramos, “She’s just
going to powder you up for the
lights.” Then the taping began,
not only in the lab, but also in
the library and the Quad where
more NCC students, including
some radio/TV majors, had a
chance to be part of the action.
Those who participated are
curious to see which scenes
will make it into the final
60-second spot. Like public
television itself, the videotaping proved to be an educational
experience for all involved. ◆
by Heidi Bright Butler

PHOTOS BY JAYE BEETEM AND PATRICIA CANAVAN

Making the Community a Safer Place

ENGAGEMENT

WHO DUNNIT?
CSI Comes to NCC

Guests file by the scene of a (mock) crime in the new forensic
training center at NCC’s Fowler Family Southside Center. John
Callahan, mayor of Bethlehem, Detective Sgt. Andy Kehm of
the Bethlehem Police Department, and District Attorney John
Morganelli (l-r) all spoke at an open house held there this spring.

The opening of

a forensic training center at
NCC’s Fowler Family Southside Center should make local
criminals nervous. The center is
designed to provide hands-on
training in the collection and
preservation of evidence that can
make the difference between
conviction and inappropriate
acquittal in criminal cases.
The professional development classes are open to police
officers, firefighters, health care
practitioners and others involved in crime and death-scene
PHOTOS BY PHILIP STEIN

investigations including first
responders, fire marshals, insurance investigators and fraud
investigators.
Tom Barnowski, director of
corporate and public safety education at NCC, says that in the
future, the center may offer degree and credit courses for NCC’s
criminal justice majors, as well
as certifications that may soon
be required for professionals
already employed in the field.
At an open house during the
spring semester, Northampton
County District Attorney John

Morganelli spoke of the importance of such training and told
the audience, “I think this has
the potential to become a big
regional facility.”
Emily Shrock and Justino
Arroyo also spoke. Both took
forensics courses at NCC before
the center officially opened. Addressing a room full of police officers and firefighters, coroners
and other public officials, Shrock
said, “I’ve used what I learned
about crime scenes, photography and fingerprint processing
at least a hundred times since
I joined the [Bethlehem Police]
Department.”
Arroyo, who is a member of
the Fountain Hill police force,
talked about the value of being
able to work alongside and get
to know professionals from other
areas besides law enforcement
in forensics courses. He described the classes as “realistic
and applicable, taught by people
who know what they’re doing.”
The idea for the forensic
training center originated during
conversations among NCC’s vice
president for community education, Paul Pierpoint, Detective
Sgt. Andy Kehm of the Bethlehem Police Department, and
Barnowski. Kehm now serves as
the program manager.
Classes range from fingerprint processing, held in a
specialized lab in the facility,
to shooting and bloodstain pattern documentation taught in a
blood-splattered “wet room,”
to electronic criminal investigation using computers.

Kehm praised NCC maintenance man Marty Beahn for
transforming unused space in the
lower lever of the Fowler Family
Southside Center into a firstrate training facility. The center
includes a furnished apartment
used to teach crime scene initial
response as well as crime scene
photography and medicolegal
death investigation.
During the open house,
the apartment was set up as
a crime scene. Several days’
newspapers piled up on the
welcome mat outside the door
offered the first clue that something was amiss. A look inside
revealed a “corpse” (actually
a mannequin) sprawled across
the sofa, with a handgun, spent
bullet casings, broken telephone
and shattered beer bottles
scattered on the floor nearby.
Homicide? Suicide? Only properly trained forensics students
would be able to tell.
In addition to Kehm, the instructors teaching students what
to look for and how to preserve
evidence include Lehigh County
Coroner Scott Grim and veteran
police officers Samuel Del Rosario and Douglas Nothstein.
Bethlehem Mayor John Callahan was impressed with what
he saw at the open house. “NCC
does a great job of recognizing
unmet needs in the community,”
he said “and they act quickly to
meet those needs. This center
will grow the next generation of
law enforcement and be a great
resource for the area.” ◆
by Cynthia Tintorri
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AN INTERVIEW WITH

DR. ARTHUR SCOTT
ON THE CUSP OF
HIS RETIREMENT
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PHOTO CREDIT

A Leader On
LEADERSHIP

This spring, Northampton’s president, Dr. Arthur Scott, sat down with Heidi
Butler, co-editor of Northampton magazine, to talk about his presidency and
about leadership in general. Many of the questions were suggested by faculty
and staff who have graduated from the leadership institute he founded. (See page
18.) Listen in to what Dr. Scott has to say as he reflects on what it takes to lead.

PHOTO BY DOUGLAS BENEDICT
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You worked in higher education for almost 30 years
before you became president of Northampton. Was the
job what you expected?
Most of the time it was, but until you’re the CEO, you don’t realize the responsibilities.
When I was a vice president, I could make decisions, but the ultimate responsibility was
always the president’s. When you become president, you realize there is no one else. That hits
you smack in the face. You can prepare for it, but you’re never really prepared until it happens.

What did you learn from the two presidents who
preceded you, Dr. Richardson and Dr. Kopecek?
I worked with Dick Richardson early in my career. I saw how respected he was, how he
carried himself and the way he interacted with young professionals, me included. I admired
that. I was not in awe of him, but I certainly was impressed with him and wanted to impress him.
Working with Bob [Kopecek] for 26 years, I learned so much. Two things stand out the most.
One was the way he treated me. He was always supportive, and it was unwavering support.
I saw what that did for me. It allowed me to grow and flourish, so I have tried to do that with
others. It liberates people. It really does. When I deal with people who report directly to me, I
treat everyone differently because there are different relationships, but there are some people
who have earned unwavering support based on their proven track record. When people know
they have it, they go out and are creative and do great things, knowing that you’re not going to
second-guess them and look over their shoulder.
The other thing about Bob was that he always was willing to make the difficult decision.
Always. It could be controversial. He didn’t care. He would consider all sides, but he didn’t take
the easy way out. If it was the right decision, he made it, and he would go out and defend the
heck out of it. That is something I learned from him.

Both you and Dr. Kopecek started in student affairs.
So did our next president, Dr. Erickson. That is not
necessarily typical of college presidents. Has that made a
difference in how you lead and the decisions you’ve made?
It probably has. I think coming from student affairs gives you a greater appreciation for
the complex lives of our students, and you put a higher premium on making sure you treat
our students well. I don’t think people realize the importance of kindness and encouragement for
our students. People in student affairs tend to think that way. You can maintain standards and
treat people well. The two work well together.

Was leadership something you thought a lot about before
you became president? Have your views on it changed
after nine years on the job?
I’ve always thought about leadership. Maybe it was because I learned early on that I had
high control needs! Even when I was a kid, it seemed I was always in charge. I grew up
taking on positions of leadership, and I enjoyed it. It’s what I do, but being president has been different, not only because you’re the final decision maker, but also because of how people view the job.
They want you to act and conduct yourself a certain way. That’s something I had to learn. This past
weekend, I came out to the theatre production in a rush. I shaved, but I came in jeans and a sweater.
As soon as I sat down in the audience, two people immediately came over and wanted me to meet
their aunt and their uncle. You have to be prepared to do that, and sometimes it just surprises you.
Northampton is so ingrained in this community that there are very few people we haven’t touched in
some way. You’re president of this incredible place, and people expect you to act like the president.
To be nice. To say hello. To kiss babies. That was something I never expected.

Is it a good thing or a bad thing that people treat you differently when you are president?
It’s a good thing in that it’s fun. It’s refreshing to go out in the community and hear
people say, “My daughter went to Northampton and had a great experience,” even
though you know you’re receiving the adulation because of your position, not necessarily because you did anything. People don’t know if you’ve hurt or helped, but you get that credit. It’s
10 NCC SUMMER 2012

“President Scott’s leadership
style can be described in many
ways, including the highest level
of integrity, always being well
prepared, interested and willing
to listen to others and opposing
points of view, patient, decisive
and very friendly.”
Hank Barnette , Chairman Emeritus,
Bethlehem Steel Corporation

“Art has a most easygoing style, and
he is a very genuine and diplomatic individual. As such, his leadership style makes people want to
follow voluntarily. Art is also selfeffacing and an outstanding communicator. If it is true that the real
test of a person is a willingness to
occupy a small space in a great way,
Art makes every space he occupies
significantly larger.”
David Shaffer, Co-CEO, Just Born, Inc.

“If your actions inspire others
to dream more, learn more, do
more and become more, you are
a leader.” These words by John
Quincy Adams epitomize the
leadership of Dr. Scott. In just a
few minutes with him, you are
inspired and encouraged to “do
more” whether you are a student
aspiring to achieve or a member
of the College staff wanting to find
new approaches to serving students. This same inspiration and
his continued dedication to the
mission of community colleges
have made him an effective and
passionate advocate at the state
level for Pennsylvania’s community colleges.”
Diane Bosak, Executive Director,
Pennsylvania Commission for
Community Colleges
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bad in the sense that you’ve got to keep your ego in check. Fortunately, we have enough people
around here to take care of that!

Who are some of the leaders you admire outside of
academe and why?
[Long pause. Dr. Scott was raised by a single mother. He mentions her, and then continues.] That’s an interesting question because I admire and learn from many of the people
that I work with. I watch people and observe every interaction. It’s just a thing with me. I see how
faculty and staff deal with issues and people, and I learn from that, so I can’t pick a single person.

Can leadership be taught or are leaders born?
It’s a combination. You have certain innate instincts and values. For some people, it’s just
not who they are. They don’t have the ego or whatever it is, but the good leaders, the
great leaders, are constantly learning. Leadership is an ongoing learning process.

What are the innate qualities that are most important?
Clearly integrity. Every time people are surveyed about what they want most in a leader,
it’s integrity. I’d also say the willingness to treat people well and to understand that
everyone doesn’t see the world the way you do and to be accepting of that. As you put together
a team, you have to understand where they’re coming from and what their world is and what
motivates them to say what they’re saying.

You’ve mentioned ego a couple of times. College
presidents sometimes have to make decisions that anger
or disappoint people. You’ve managed to make tough
decisions and remain popular. How do you not let that
go to your head?
[Chuckling] Having friends who know you’re not so wonderful helps. So does having a
wife who clearly knows you’re not so wonderful, but I think one thing I’ve been blessed
with is that I know who I am. I know what my strengths are and I know my weaknesses. I don’t
necessarily tell everyone what they are, but I know what they are so I think I’m grounded. So
much of the success that any of us experiences has to do with circumstances and other people. I
know that. I’m not just saying it. I know it.

What has been the most difficult decision you’ve had
to make as president?
Personnel decisions clearly are the most difficult. The hardest thing is to tell a person it’s
not working. Fortunately, we have not had to do that often. Other than that, the most difficult decision was proceeding with the Monroe Campus through all the setbacks we had. There
were times when it wasn’t easy to keep going. Helene [Whitaker, vice president for administrative affairs] and I often talk about that. It seemed like when she was down, I’d be saying, “Oh, it’s
going to work,” and when I’d be down, she’d be saying “Oh, it’s going to work.” We stayed the
course because it was the best thing for the future of the county and the future of this college,
but that was the most difficult.

Your presidency coincided with what many economists
describe as the worst economic times since the Great
Depression. Did you have to scale back any of the BHAGs
[Big Hairy Audacious Goals] Northampton is famous for
because of that, and did it affect the way you had to lead
the institution?
I felt my presidency was easy compared to Dr. Kopecek’s. He established many of the
policies and procedures, and he positioned the institution well. I came in at a time when
enrollment was soaring, and so, at least in the beginning, we could do a lot. I don’t think the
recession caused us to scale back the BHAGs, although it may have slowed some things down.
The new Monroe Campus was certainly one project that was delayed. The economy also affected
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“Art’s vision and determination
are why NCC is now one of the
top community colleges in the
country. He never settles for ‘good
enough.’ He’s always striving for
excellence in everything he does.
That attribute permeates the
culture at NCC causing everyone
else to seek the highest levels of
performance. The Lehigh Valley
community is richer because Art
cares so deeply about students and
their success.”
Jane Ervin, CEO/President,
Community Services for Children

“Art listens with focus and concentration. If you start to tally
the number of us to whom he is
listening — here at the college and
in the wider community — you
can sense the magnitude of the
task and begin to appreciate what
he has accomplished.
Doug Heath,
Professor, Geography/Geology

“Art Scott is an anti-poverty guy.
He has opened doors for untold
numbers of people who might
not have had a chance. That’s the
highest praise any society that
isn’t perfect can convey.”
Alan Jennings, Executive Director,
Community Action Committee
of the Lehigh Valley
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The Scott Years
2003-2012
INNOVATION
❚ An Honors Program is developed and new majors are added
❚ Enrollment grows by 49 percent, and the number of minority
in biotechnology, casino training, communication studies,
students triples. NCC boasts the most diverse student body of
construction technology and diagnostic medical sonography.
any college in the region.
❚ Student and staff leadership programs are introduced.
❚ Graduating classes increase in size by 51 percent, as
❚ Early childhood education offerings expand to include
graduation rates begin to improve.
full-day kindergarten.
❚ Fowler Family Southside Center opens and now serves
❚ A book rental program and e-books help students save money.
more than 31,000 people each year.
❚ The creation of Fab Lab inspires and supports creativity and
❚ Land and funding are secured for new campus in
entrepreneurship.
Monroe County.
❚ Campus improvements include the opening of the Spartan Center,
❚ The number of international students increases from
creation of additional classrooms in the area occupied by the old
50 to 150+ per year, enriching
gym, the upgrading of science labs and
educational experiences for all students.
the conversion of the old cafeteria and
Opportunities for students from NCC to
meeting rooms to a popular food court
travel and study abroad also multiply.
ACADEMIC DISTINCTION
and Student Life Zone.
❚ NCC is named an Achieving the Dream
❚ Adoption of the College’s
Leader College.
first Environmental and
❚ NCC is awarded grants from the National
Energy Conservation Plan leads to
Endowment for the Humanities, the National
a 360 percent increase in recycling,
EXCELLENCE
Science Foundation, the U.S. Department of
a 7 percent decrease in energy
❚ Graduates make their mark in fields
State, the U.S. Department of Education.
use, installation of a 3kw solar
ranging from art to business to medicine
And the list goes on!
voltaic system, and renovations and
to technology.
❚ Racial diversity of faculty and staff increases
construction built to LEED Silver or
❚ Foundation wins two of its four
by 66 percent.
Gold standards.
national Circle of Excellence Awards for
❚ Two faculty members are named Pennsylvania
Educational Fundraising and exceeds goal
Professor of the Year.
in one of the most ambitious fundraising
❚ Students earn national recognition (and
campaigns ever undertaken by a
significant scholarships) as Coca-Cola,
community college.
Goldwater and Google scholars and as
❚ NCC’s endowment grows to become
Newman Civic Fellows.
one of the 15 largest community college
endowments in the country.
❚ Faculty, staff and students receive
national recognition in poetry,
photography, computer networking,
radiography, early childhood education
ENGAGEMENT
❚ NCC becomes lead partner for Fountain Hill Elementary
and international relations.
School and Bangor Area Middle School.
❚ Athletes rapidly rise to prominence in National Junior
❚ Social work students make long-term commitment to
College Athletic Association.
assist in rebuilding of New Orleans.
❚ Magazine rated tops among community college
❚ NCC leads community response to “The Great Recession.”
magazines nationwide.
❚ Service learning and community service initiatives
❚ Strong fiscal management and good labor relations enable
earn national recognition.
College to manage growth and to excel even in difficult
❚ Articles of Agreement with sponsoring school districts
economic times.
are extended through 2056.
❚ Campus visitors include former president Bill Clinton; Marian
❚ Fowler Family Southside Center becomes a community hub,
Wright Edelman, president of the Children’s Defense Fund;
providing space for the Cops ‘n’ Kids Reading Room, Northeast
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Doris Kearns Goodwin; Pulitzer
Forensic Training Center, and St. Luke’s SouthSide Medical Center.
Prize-winning photojournalist Carol Guzy (an alum); presidential
❚ Community garden takes root.
candidate John Kerry; and Academy Award-winning producer
Roger Ross Williams (an alum).

ACCESS
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some personnel decisions. We could have been stronger with greater human resources, but we
just couldn’t do it. Overall, we’ve been fortunate. We’ve managed our money very well. Compared to many colleges, we’re strong financially, but it hasn’t been without some sacrifice and
careful planning. There are other challenges ahead, but strong institutions stay strong by being
prepared and by being willing to reinvent themselves when necessary. That’s the key.

Are there challenges specific to leadership in higher
education that CEOs of corporations don’t face?
Yes! The public scrutiny. Especially at public colleges, decisions are open to the public.
It’s very transparent. The public has a right to know, and they don’t hesitate to question
us. A corporate CEO has very different pressures, usually to make a profit. I think the president
of a public college is more similar to the president of a hospital when it comes to public scrutiny,
multiple constituencies — doctors and customers — and multiple activities.

How about athletics? Sports have been an important
part of your life. You’re an athlete yourself, and much
to the chagrin of the Eagles fans at NCC, your loyalty
to the Giants has never wavered. Do you see your job
as president of a college as more similar to that of John
Mara [president and co-owner of the Giants] or Tom
Coughlin [head coach]?
Ha! Probably Tom Coughlin because he has responsibility for the day-to-day operation
of the program and the spirit of the team. He’s more the face of the team, but, boy,
people who know the Giants know what a great environment John Mara and his whole family
have set over the years.

As president, you haven’t had much downtime. You’re an
early riser, often on email before the rest of us. Most days
you have a very full schedule, and you and Sue [his wife,
Sue Kubik, vice president for institutional advancement]
frequently attend events on campus or in the community
in the evenings or on weekends. You’ve also worked
hard for community colleges on the state level. Some of
our staff members and alumni who aspire to leadership
positions want to know how you keep your batteries
charged and how you stay motivated.
That’s a great question. Sue and I made sacrifices, one being not having children. I don’t
know if we could have done it if we were raising a young family. I’m amazed at people
who are able to do that. I didn’t plan to work this hard, but as you get into this work, it’s fun, it’s
motivating. The biggest challenge is that you can always do more. The work’s never done. If I had
to identify the biggest internal conflict I’ve had in my career, it’s finding the right balance. I want
balance in my life, but when I take time off, I don’t feel right about doing it. Even when I was vice
president, it was always a dilemma. When I became president, the first year Sue and I didn’t take
much time off. We just worked. It wasn’t healthy. Since then, I’ve tried to make a point to take
more time off. As our team came together, I could do it more easily, but Sue can compartmentalize better than I can. She can go away and turn it off and turn it on, but not me. I still go, but
sometimes it isn’t worth it. It’s easier just to be here.

Looking ahead to the future of higher education, what
excites you and what worries you?
What excites me is I think this younger generation is phenomenal — what they care
about, how they treat each other, how they are so accepting of people who are different
and how they care for people who are less fortunate than they are. What worries me is the notion
that a governor would ever say, “I don’t think we should be involved in higher education” or that a
presidential candidate would say those things. Look at what China’s doing, and look at how much
they’ve invested in education. We’re going in just the opposite direction. It will be our downfall.
It is astounding that the public isn’t outraged by such short-term thinking.
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“Art has an ability to interact with
daily challenges without coming
across as somber, threatening or
intimidating. That trait allows
people to warm up to him quickly,
as he communicates non-verbally
how much he wants to help.
Watching him accomplish this is
much easier than trying
to explain it.”
Michael Caruso, Chairman,
Caruso Benefits Group and former
national champion wrestler

“As an NCC faculty member, I’ve
always felt that Art’s concern
for our students’ education and
general well-being was absolutely
genuine. No doubt, 99 percent
of a president’s job deals with
macro-level institutional issues,
but Art has never lost sight
of what it means for a faculty
member, advisor or counselor
to work one-on-one with a
struggling student.”
Randy Boone,
Associate Professor of English
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“Perhaps one of Dr. Scott’s most
impressive leadership qualities is his celebration of excellence. Whether through Spartan
Awards or public acknowledgement or casual conversation, Dr.
Scott makes a point of celebrating
the Northampton Way, as well as
practicing it himself by fostering
leadership and responsibility
in others.”
Dr. Precie Schroyer,
Assistant Professor of English

“Art’s visibility is one of his
strengths. He stops by your office
to gather a sense of what’s happening, chats with you in the hall
on a variety of topics, or greets
you at countless college functions
with a friendly word. Management-by-walking-around has
always been a plus in my book.”
John G. Thomas III,
Professor, Business Law/Paralegal Studies

“Dr. Scott is one of the rare leaders
who can masterfully combine
pragmatism with a strong sense
for civic and community engagement, empathy, fairness and
creativity. Although he is leaving,
his visionary leadership will have
a long-lasting positive impact not
only for our college but also for
the communities we serve.”
Dr. Vasiliki Anastasakos,
Associate Professor of Political Science
2009 Pennsylvania Professor of the Year

“Art laid out a vision for the College and has stuck to it. He is a
steady and determined leader
who you can trust. He means
and does what he says.”
John Callahan, Mayor of Bethlehem

It sounds like the challenges that Northampton’s next
president faces will be different than the challenges that
you faced. What advice do you have for Dr. Erickson?
The challenges will definitely be different. [Given the projected dip in the number of high
school graduates],I think we’re going to go through a lull where we’re not going to grow as
dramatically as we did when I first became president in 2003. That created excitement. We had to
manage growth. Mark won’t have that. He will also take office at a time when higher education is
being viewed differently than it used to be by the public and by legislators. We didn’t hear terms
like return on investment and performance funding five years ago. That’s not necessarily bad, but
strong institutions will have to learn the new rules quickly and help shape those rules to find ways
to flourish during these changing times. Mark is very capable. He’ll figure it out.

What advice do you have for the rest of the NCC family
— students, faculty, staff, alumni, board members and
friends? How can we help Dr. Erickson to be successful
and help NCC continue to be a great resource for students
and for the community?
Mark’s learning a great deal about the Northampton culture and the Northampton Way, but
I would hope that our community is open to new ideas and suggestions and ways of doing
things. It’s very healthy for us to have a president who has been at other institutions and in other
sectors and who might see the world a little differently. We can benefit from that.

Given your passion for what you do, your high energy
level, and what you half-jokingly refer to as your high
control needs, it’s hard for people to envision you retired.
How’s that going to work?
Retiring is bittersweet, but I’m looking forward to it. I’ve never been bored a day in my
life. I’m still curious about a lot of things that I haven’t had a chance to investigate and
explore. A lot of people say, are you going to play golf every day? No! I play enough golf. I just
want to play when I want to play rather than when I have a free moment, but I can’t wait to do
other things I’ve been putting off. I am going to stay active professionally. I hope to assist Sue
in her consulting and to be an Achieving the Dream coach. I’ve also been asked to stay on some
boards locally, and I plan to do that, but I’m looking forward to having time to travel, to visit
friends and not to have to hurry back.

What do you hope your legacy will be?
You always wonder how soon things will change and how quickly you’ll be forgotten.
People tell me I’ll always be remembered for the Southside and for getting Monroe off
the ground — tangible physical things, but what I would be most interested in having sustained
is the culture. We’ve accomplished so much because of the culture. It’s a hard thing to measure,
but the institutional trust that we have is so, so important. I hope that continues. Northampton
is a special place. It really is. ◆

Another Award
for Sue Kubik
(and another perspective on leadership)
hen the Girl Scouts of Eastern
Pennsylvania honored five women for leadership and achievement
this spring, Sue Kubik was on the list.
Her selection was based not just on the amount of money she
has raised to provide affordable high-quality education to thousands
of students at Northampton Community College, but also on leadership
traits that make her a worthy role model.
As executive director of the NCC Foundation, Kubik is quick to give
credit to generous donors, Foundation board members and her colleagues for the $60+ million the Foundation has contributed to the College over the past 40+ years, but she is the one who brought people
together to surpass goals others thought unreachable.
Her influence extends far beyond eastern Pennsylvania.
The Foundation Kubik leads at Northampton has won four national
Circle of Excellence Awards for Educational Fundraising, and Kubik
herself has been the recipient of the prestigious Commonfund Award,
presented to one or two individuals a year who have excelled in the development of their own organizations and provided significant service
to other institutionally related foundations across the nation.
Kubik is one of very few staff members from a community college
chosen to chair the Council for Advancement and Support of Education (CASE), a large international association of educational institutions
whose membership includes the Harvards and Yales, Penn States and
Stanfords of the world. Curtis Simic, the president emeritus of the Indiana University Foundation, recalls that Kubik was able to galvanize professionals from diverse institutions into action “by sheer power of her
personality, her superb communicative skills and detailed preparation.”
Another thing Simic admires about Kubik is that “whether teaching

W
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an audience of hundreds, or counseling a colleague one-on-one, Sue’s
commitment is the same,” he says — “to give others the benefit of her
experience on what to do and what not to do to help them along their
professional journeys.”
Kubik firmly believes that “giving back” is one of the responsibilities of leadership. For the past 20 years, she has been in demand as a
speaker and adviser. She looks forward to consulting and helping other
colleges when she retires from NCC in June.
“I’m now at the stage in my career,” she says “where one of my
greatest joys is watching others grow and prosper professionally and
thinking that maybe, in some small way, I might have helped just a
little bit.”
Those fortunate enough to have benefitted from Kubik’s coaching
might argue with the “little bit.” As Doug Dibbert, the president of the
General Alumni Association at the University of North Carolina, notes,
“Sue has mentored colleagues not only at community colleges but also
at public and private colleges and universities across North America
and Europe. We are forever in her debt.” ◆
PHOTO BY RANDY MONCEAUX

Among the Sue-isms that motivate
me just about every day are: We
need to have a sense of urgency.
Family first. Always family first.
When you’ve got something special,
never forget it. Sometimes failure
comes because you didn’t aim high
enough. When I have more than
one thing to do, I address the task
that will affect as many people as
possible. I don’t think 100 percent
is too much to ask. We are not here
to sell seats in a math class, we are
here to change people’s lives.”
Paul Acampora,
Director of Development and
Scholarships, NCC

Lessons in Leadership
When asked to identify one thing they have learned
from Sue Kubik about life, leadership or fundraising,
here’s what a few of the professionals whom
she has helped “just a little bit” had to say:

Sue’s guidance and support have taught me the importance of making and keeping strong relationships and
to never be afraid of a little hard work. The faith she
has put in me has encouraged me to transform a parttime job into a lifelong career, and I’m excited about
where this journey will take me.
Eden Fimiano, Development Specialist, NCC

When Sue hired me, I was a young
professional with more ambition
than experience. I learned from
watching and working closely with
Sue the importance of treating
people with kindness and respect.
She taught me that being a leader is
not about position or title; it is about
character and relationships.
Joanne Anderson,
Director, Office of the President,
Lehigh University

Whether raising millions of dollars, hosting an international student or sharing relationship advice
one-on-one in her office, Sue has
always made it a priority to help
others grow.
Brandy Barbera,
Annual Giving Coordinator,
Cedar Crest College

Sue always promoted the power of developing professional networks. She shared her community college
connections with her staff and included us when community college staff from across the state would get
together. She also encouraged me to volunteer with
the profession and in the community and allowed the
flexibility to engage in these activities. Because of her,
I established great networks and connections that have
been invaluable to me throughout my career.

Sue reset my notion of what it
means to be ‘the boss.’ Creating a
challenging vision, leading by example and ensuring accountability
are only the beginning. You truly arrive when your focus moves beyond
yourself to nurturing your institution
and creating opportunities for those
around you. Success comes from your
people — how you motivate, inspire
and challenge them — a lesson Sue
taught by example and one that I am
paying forward each and every day!
Michael Nagel, Vice President
for Institutional Advancement/
Executive Director of the
Foundation, Reading Area
Community College

Sue believed in me and my potential
long before I ever did. She inspired
me to be more than I ever thought I
could be. She made me realize that
the only thing standing in the way
was me and not believing in myself.
I think that’s a big lesson to learn
— that if you believe in yourself, all
things are possible.
Kathy Siegfried, Director of
Human Resources, NCC

Robin Flemming, Senior Director, Alumni Relations, Lehigh University

She often cracks up laughing as I’m
making hugely important points in
meetings. So I guess she taught me
how not to take myself too seriously.
And because I don’t know which one
of us loves a good argument more,
I’ve learned to always be prepared.
Paul Joly,
Director of Marketing &
Publications, NCC

The most important and powerful
lesson I have learned from Sue is it’s
not about you — it is about helping
others. That speaks to her character and who she is as a person and
leader. After reading the book, Good
to Great, I realized that Sue is of the
rare breed of Level 5 leaders.
Sherri Jones, former Director of
Alumni Affairs and incoming
Vice President for Institutional
Advancement, NCC

In my time at Northampton, I saw
Sue demonstrate over and over
that hard work and fun are not mutually exclusive; if you love what
you do, then fun is a natural outcome of doing it.

At the heart of Sue’s leadership is her deep intuitive
nature, in people and the steps necessary in achieving
a vision. Perhaps the greatest lesson I’ve learned from
Sue is to trust and to listen to the voice in my head.
Specifically, to be brave enough to ask the hard questions, to be the minority voice, and to challenge conventional thinking if it’s going to help move an organization to a higher level.

Jim Johnson,
Retired

Cheryl Murphy, Director, Asa Packer Society, Lehigh University

What have I learned from Sue? Listening builds relationships. Passion
ignites action. A sense of urgency
drives results. Focus brings dreams
to reality.
Melissa Starace,
Director of Alumni Affairs, NCC

No fundraiser wants to use the
phrase “Just trust me.” It’s so presumptuous. Sue Kubik never said
it, but trust we did. Year after year,
it was her biggest gift to us: trust
that she would be fair; trust that
she would come clear-eyed to every
task; trust that she would expect big
things from us, alternately delivering
big forgiveness if we faltered; trust
that she was always so steady, so
gracious, so very competent. The
staff knew it. The donors knew it.
The community knew it. You could
take it to the bank.
Anne Taylor, Director of Grants

Leaders for the Future

by Paul Acampora

Peter Drucker, best-selling writer and well-known management consultant, stunned business leaders when he was asked to name the organization that does the best job in America
at developing leaders. People expected that the leadership guru would point toward GE or
Procter & Gamble or some other large corporation. Whom did Drucker pick? The U.S. Army.
The reasoning, Drucker explained, was simple: “They develop leaders from within.”
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reating leaders has always been a priority at Northampton Community College, and for the past several years,
the President’s Leadership Institute (PLI) at NCC has
provided a unique opportunity to develop leaders from
among the College’s current ranks.
According to Jeff Focht, vice president for academic affairs, the
project started when President Art Scott assembled a group of faculty and staff to think about the leadership needs of Northampton
for the future.
“Looking at the last few years, Northampton has seen tremendous growth and change,” says Focht. “We’ve added new students,
faculty, facilities and staff. In fact, a significant number of faculty
and staff joined the College in just the last five years. It made sense
for us to create a pipeline for future leaders.”
In a relatively short time, a planning committee identified a set
of themes that a Northampton leadership program should address.
“We wanted to examine the state of higher education today and
for the future,” says Focht. “In that light, we’d also explore aspects
of our own institution in order to get a sense of how Northampton
Community College works and what makes it special. Finally, we’d
provide opportunities for individuals to assess their own strengths,
skills and goals.”
“Dr. Scott offered suggestions,” recalls Focht. “He instructed us
to create something unique to Northampton, but the nuts and bolts
of the President’s Leadership Institute were designed by members
of our faculty and staff who were committed to creating a strong
future for NCC.”
Since the program’s start, three groups, each composed of about
a dozen faculty and staff, have participated in a year-round set of
day-long monthly meetings that includes Focht and President Scott,
who both attend every session.
“To have your college president and your vice president of academic affairs give you a full day every month for an entire year
is incredible,” says Ronit Shemtov, a PLI participant and associate
professor of sociology, “but that’s what kind of place Northampton
is. There is a sense of commitment and camaraderie here and also
a real sense of mission.”
“For me,” says Shemtov, “the President’s Leadership Institute
confirmed that I’m doing the right thing at the right place. I am passionate about teaching, and that requires me to be a leader, to look
for opportunities — both inside and outside the classroom — to
take students aside and ask: Where do you want to go? How can I
help you get there?”
“Everybody has a very different PLI experience,” says Bob Smith,
assistant dean of humanities and social sciences. “What impressed
me most were the educators in the room. I was amazed by their personal, professional and emotional investment in their work. Their
commitment made me realize that as an NCC administrator, I have
a lot to live up to.”
“Some parts of the President’s Leadership Institute are like a

C

class,” explains Melissa Starace, director of alumni affairs. Starace
served on the original PLI planning committee and recently completed her doctoral program in higher education management at the
University of Pennsylvania. “During PLI, you meet with NCC leaders.
You also spend time with presidents and guests from other institutions. You learn about the huge range of demands that needs to be
addressed in order to run a college. We all gained insight into how
things work when they’re going well and when they’re not.”
“The President’s Leadership Institute certainly helped me to become a more effective leader,” says Thea Phalon, director of special

start to see that you
“You
are part of a team, and no
matter what your job title,
you are responsible for
creating, building and caring
for that team.

”

Melissa Starace

events and donor relations. “But as the year went on, PLI became
less about leadership and more about relationships. We’re not all
going to be president one day, but we all need to give support and
to get support so that great work becomes possible. That means
building connections between people. PLI is an opportunity to make
those connections.”
“It’s true,” says Starace, who works closely with Phalon in the
College’s institutional advancement office. “In PLI, you start to see
that you are part of a team, and no matter what your job title, you
are responsible for creating, building and caring for that team. It’s the
only way that the College can make a difference in students’ lives.”
“And that,” she adds, “is why we’re here.” ◆

About the author: A graduate of the President’s Leadership
Institute, Paul Acampora is the director of development and
scholarships at NCC. He is also a leading author of novels
and short stories for middle-grade and elementary school
readers. His most recent novel is “Rachel Spinelli Punched
Me in the Face.”
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Learning to Lead

by Myra Saturen

You’re heading a project, a business or an organization. Maybe you’re coaching a sports
team or taking charge of a choral group. How do you get everyone onto the same page,
inspire them with a vision and encourage them to exceed their own expectations?
Thirty-five students on NCC’s Main and Monroe campuses recently discovered qualities
that distinguish them as pacesetters through the College’s Student Leadership Program.
The 10-week class is based on the research of University of Santa Clara professors Jim
By Myra Saturen
Kouzes and Barry Posner.
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hrough the program, students develop self-understanding, leadership ability, commitment to action, and relationship skills. In line with Kouzes and Posner’s ideas,
they learn to “model the way, inspire a shared vision,
challenge the process, enable others to act, and encourage the heart.”
Admission to the NCC leadership class is competitive, and although it
is non-credit, the course appears on a student’s transcript.
The semester begins with students taking the Myers-Briggs Type
Indicator, a questionnaire designed to identify personality types. Then,
they put their knowledge into practice. In one exercise, students memorize objects placed on the floor and try to recall
them as a group. The 18 different perspectives
bring a team approach to problem-solving.
Through visits by trailblazers such as Judge
Nancy Matos Gonzalez and Chris Martin,
chairman and CEO of C.F. Martin & Co., students meet community leaders.
Weekend retreats are an important part
of the leadership program. This spring, participants did team-building activities such as
climbing ropes from tree to tree. Grappling
among the branches, they learned to trust and
support one another.
Group projects get teams working cooperatively toward a goal. Recent class projects included organizing a seminar about natural gas
fracking, and designing roof and rain gardens
for the campus. The rain garden team brainstormed about making the site educational
for young children, deciding on plants, seeking
collaborations, getting financial support, finding cost-effective materials and making the
science behind it all work.

T

Weekend retreats are an
important part of the
leadership program.

Students Take the
CHALLENGE:
tudents have approached their
projects and the leadership program zestfully.
As a future veterinary researcher, Courtney Winzenried, a biological
science major, knows that veterinary nurses
and clients will be looking to her for guidance. A Phi Theta Kappa and
Science Club member and student senator, she says, “A leader is not a
boss. Rather, she knows when to give direction and can be depended
on for new ideas.”
Levi Matyus, a criminal justice major, Eagle Scout and volunteer
firefighter, plans to transfer to Penn State and ultimately earn a master’s
degree in homeland security. “Everywhere you go, you need a leader,”

S
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Leadership students learn to take on challenges and work
cooperatively in activities promoting teamwork.

he points out. “There is a president of the United States, a president of
the College. Leaders are needed in everyday life, too.”
Evelyn Galarza, a biological science major and president of the NCC
Women’s Club and Senate, plans to be a cardiac surgeon. She sees a
leader as a mediator who envisions a goal, inspires others to believe in
it, and brings a team together to accomplish the mission. She believes,
as Kouzes and Posner do, that leadership potential exists in all people.

I was able to work on my
“weaknesses
so that they could
become strengths.
”

Chevette Showers

“Everyone has one or more skills to make them a leader,” she says.
Chemistry major Ana Paula Nascimento looks forward to working
in the lab of an intelligence agency. At the off-campus retreat, making a square with a rope along with classmates — all blindfolded —
taught her to go with the flow and enable others to succeed.
This year, 18 students graduated from the program at the Monroe
campus — the largest class ever. They participated in a weekend
retreat, seminars, workshops, and community service projects including the Deja Brew coffeehouse, which raised funds for the Stephanie
Rivera Student Textbook Scholarship, and the Women’s Resources
Awareness Program and Candle Vigil.
Chevette Showers, a criminal justice major and leadership graduate on the Monroe campus, comments, “I was able to work on my
weaknesses so that they could become strengths. I learned how to
plan events like the candlelight vigil for women who passed from
acts of domestic violence.”
Linda G. Rivera, a medical assisting major, became the vice
president of student governance on the Monroe campus after finishing the leadership program. “The program empowered me to go far
in my future. Before this program, I never thought I had the ability to
make people feel good about whatever project I am trying to get
them to accomplish.”
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Above: Positive energy — members of the leadership class from the
Main campus meet with two of NCC’s leaders, President Art Scott
and Vice President for Institutional Advancement, Sue Kubik.
Below: Working together builds confidence and produces results.

Melissa Babyak ’05

Grads Pursue Their Dreams
ccording to NCC’s director of student life, Frank Pologruto, the idea for a student leadership program took hold when local businesses asked for graduates who were not only content-trained
but also able to bring creativity and critical judgment to the table. Since workplace projects are
typically team-driven, employers seek employees who can work cooperatively. Graduates of the
NCC leadership program are putting these attributes into practice as they continue their educations and engage in
careers and community work.
Joshua Kaminski ’08, a master’s degree candidate at The Commonwealth Medical College, co-chairs his
school’s Graduate Student Council’s Health and Wellness Committee. He is a volunteer emergency medical technician for Bethlehem Township and a driver for Meals on Wheels. “The knowledge I obtained through the NCC
leadership program not only helps me handle these positions from day to day, but also allows me to better manage
my own personal work,” he says.
Rodolphe Tankpinou, an NCC business administration major, now an MBA candidate at DeSales University, is a
credit adviser at D&B, in charge of acquisition and retention of French Canadian clients and accounts. He is active
in Lions Club International, St. Anne’s Parish Bethlehem, and Camlev, a Cameroonian organization, also open to
nationals of other African countries. Tankpinou says that the leadership program prepared him for both professional
and volunteer work. “You learn how to adapt, how to bring people to where you want them to be with you,” he says.
“You predispose people, and motivation happens naturally.”
“The Student Leadership Program was one of the most influential experiences I had while a full-time student
at NCC,” says Melissa Babyak ’05, a graduate of NCC’s registered nursing program and Temple University’s BSN
program. As a staff nurse at a local hospital, Babyak (pictured above) often acts as a charge nurse on weekends,
handling nursing assignments, facilitating patient flow and prioritizing needs and requests. She also facilitates
communication and conflict resolution. At such times, she draws upon the leadership training she received at NCC.
She has taken to heart the leadership axiom of “encourage the heart.” “I remind the nurses that we are all working
hard and doing a great job,” she says.
Ellen Stocker ’09 is a reading and creative writing teacher with the Easton Area School District’s Easton Area
Academy, an alternative education school. She says she gained skills that enable her to work effectively with
students, school administrators, co-workers, paraprofessionals, parents and government agencies. “Students, to
leaders, to successful adults and lifetime NCC supporters — that’s what the leadership program is,” she says. ◆
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2 Gurus
Tackle 4 Critical Questions
Donna Goss and Don Robertson, co-directors of the Leadership Institute at NCC’s Center
for Business & Industry, provide consulting and coaching on leadership development for
organizations ranging from global giants to small businesses. They “tell it like it is” in
working with clients. And in answering these questions!
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1 2 3 4
Can you teach ethical
leadership?
We were once asked to make a keynote presentation on the topic of ethical leadership,
and we found ourselves thinking … is there
really any other kind of leadership? If you are
a leader, a true leader, then you have to be
ethical. We have come to believe that good
leaders are people who lead from a very
values-driven perspective and are very much
aware of the impact they have on their followers. To do this well means you must be
operating from an ethical position.
Researchers in the field of applied psychology define ethical leadership as the demonstration of appropriate conduct through
personal actions and relationships and the
promotion of such conduct to others through
two-way communication, reinforcement and
decision-making.
While that is a nice academic description
of ethical leadership, in practical application
what it means is that leaders who are ethical are those who put their values into action when leading. We firmly believe that if
someone is doing something for their own
benefit, or the focus of what they are doing
is on promoting themselves — that’s not
leadership. It might be manipulating others
to get what it is they, themselves, want, but
it is not leadership.
Before we get into answering whether or
not we believe leadership can be taught, perhaps it is worth taking a moment to consider
that leadership is not a position you hold, or
a slot on an organization chart somewhere.
Leadership is an attitude, a belief, a mindset, and a way of interacting with others. It
is a choice you make to behave in a certain
way. There are many examples of people who
hold formal positions of “leadership” who
don’t lead and those with no title or formal
responsibility who are fabulous leaders. The
position is not what makes a leader.
That being said, then we look at leadership as being a set of skills that you can
choose to use. If you can choose to use a set
of skills, then those skills can be taught. We
do a three-day leadership program either on
our site or at client sites, which focuses on

the practices of effective leaders and is designed to help leaders become more intentional about their use of leadership skills.
So we would like to change the question
to “Can you teach leadership?” Yes, you can.
Leadership has been studied for a long time
now, and what we know from our own 20plus years of research is that if people intentionally engage their leadership skills, they
will be more effective leaders. We can teach
you that, but we can’t teach you to tap into
your desire to put those skills into practice.
That’s up to you.

What are the skills
essential to good leaders?
Leadership is about who you are. You and I
don’t choose to follow someone who is not
credible. What makes someone credible?
How about someone who follows through
on his commitments; or someone who is excited — even passionate — about what he
believes in; or someone who demonstrates
competence or looks at the big picture
instead of just what is best for today. We
all know when we see someone whom we
would choose to follow.
But leaders need more than credibility.
Leadership is also about challenging thinking,
challenging what is normal, challenging what
you are tired of tolerating. Leaders need to
help others see and believe in a future that
is different as it relates to health care or education or politics; and then to engage others
to figure out how to move in that direction.
Leaders recognize how hard it is to create significant change and the importance of encouraging those whose efforts are at the heart of
making things happen.
Leadership isn’t about you. What you’re
attempting to do with your organization is
bigger than you. For us, it keeps coming back
to this: If I’m in the role as a leader, I am going
to enable this organization to have a future
that is different in a positive way than the one
we have right now.

How do leaders start
conversations that matter?
The answer lies within the leader. The leader

sets the tone. People read from the leader’s
reaction to information and decide what is
appropriate. Being the leader is an awesome responsibility; not just because of the
decisions that need to be made and implemented, but because the leader is a mirror
for the organization in terms of establishing
what is OK and what is not. Being defensive
in response to bad news will discourage bad
news. Asking questions to better understand
the bad news and cultivating conversations
to suggest next steps will promote the belief
that learning is more important than placing
blame.
What can leaders do to promote conversations that matter? Encourage respectful
disagreement to get multiple perspectives on
the table. Saying, “I have another viewpoint
on that issue” is more effective than “You
are wrong” or “I disagree with that point of
view.” The tone of voice or the facial expression go a long way to facilitate people being
willing to break their silence. Leaders have to
be intentional about it; otherwise, our natural
human tendency can take over and out comes
the defensive behavior, and the conversation
can shut down.
When people trust you and believe that
learning is the intent, relevant and meaningful information starts to be discussed; decisions are made on much better information,
and actions are much more aligned with what
is really needed. Even when it is upsetting
and difficult, leaders set the tone for others by
modeling conversations that matter for those
around them.

Why are leaders
important?
Leadership in action is not always bigger
than life, but it makes life bigger. Leaders
are about making people or the environment
around them better. It is not about them, it’s
about what they are trying to achieve.
Leaders are always challenging things
and looking for better ways. Leaders help
people see a different future — a better future than we have. Leaders are all about continuous improvement because it can always
be better than it is. ◆
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LEADERSHIP
LESSONS

A

s part of our look at leadership, we asked some well-known leaders in a
variety of fields: “What’s the most important lesson you’ve learned about
leadership from being a leader?” The most difficult part, they said, was
answering the question in just a few sentences as we requested. A couple
of themes emerged from their responses: They learned that the best leaders are excellent
communicators and open to new ideas. They also learned that leading by example is and
having the right team members are paramount to success. Almost all are humble in their
answers, giving credit to the people who support them.
Compiled by Beth Orenstein
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“Leadership is a living concept; its
roots grow from a foundation of integrity,
courage and respect. It develops when it is
nourished with dedication, humility, magnanimity and tireless energy. It thrives when it is enveloped in an environment of creativity, inspiration,
generosity and passion. It is successful when we
realize that our life has been a joy and privilege.”
Kathleen E. Kuck, President and Chief
Executive Officer, Pocono Health System/
Pocono Medical Center

“I’ve learned through
the difficult process
of leading others not
to make any important
decision under anger.
All decisions we make
have a ripple effect,
and they will affect
the people that really
love you … take time
to think and then act.
Take good care of your
family and friends. They
will be the only people
standing by your side
if you succeed or even
more importantly …
regardless if you fail.”
Aurea E. Ortiz,
member, Bethlehem Area
School District board of
school directors

“As a young leader, I
thought leadership was
a 50-yard dash. I was
always racing toward
the finish line, which often left me out of breath
and frustrated. As I’ve
matured, I see leadership as a marathon. I’m
continuously training/
learning and am much
more strategic. Vision
and passion carry me
through the pain to the
joy of executing a
goal and adding value
to others.”
Amy Burkett,
Television Station
Manager, PBS39/
WLVT

“Some of the things that
I have found important
as a leader: 1) Know
where you are going
and have a clear vision
for the future so that
you don’t get side
tracked. 2) Always encourage and inspire the
people you work with;
you can’t do it alone.
3) Make sure that you
have the right people,
in the right positions,
with the right tools and
support to do the job at
the highest level.
(You wouldn’t expect
the timpani player to
play a violin part on a
tuba.) 4) Flexibility is
the secret of success. Involve people
in the decision making
process, and be willing
to adjust the plan.”
Diane Wittry,
Music Director and
Conductor, Allentown
Symphony Orchestra

“As a leader, I learned that you
set the tone for your team. They’re
always looking to see how I handle situations, so I have to remain humble and practice integrity in all my affairs when doing my
best to inspire them to achieve our goals.”
Marine veteran Christopher Posch, of Bethlehem,
business administration major, Class of ’14
President, Band of Brothers (Veterans) Club
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“As an educational leader and a jazz
musician, the most important lessons I’ve learned
have taught me the value of being flexible and adaptable,
especially as they relate to implementing your vision. Mastering the art of improvisation while building strong relationships
and collaborative teams with shared goals is a fundamental key to
becoming a successful leader. Possessing the ability to improvise is an
invaluable attribute in managing the growth and development of an
organization, one that serves both leader and constituents well.”
George N. King, Jr., Headmaster, Moravian Academy

“I learn something new
every day. One of the
most important traits of
any successful person
is a curiosity about how
things work. It’s that
curiosity that leads to
those extraordinary
‘aha’ moments in
our business and
personal lives.”
Bill Spence, Chairman,
President and CEO,
PPL Corporation

“I think it’s important to
have the majority of
my coworkers respect
the decisions I make.
They don’t have to love
them. But they will at
least respect them if
you consider how any
change you make is
going to affect
other people.”
Chris Martin ‘77,
Chairman and CEO,
C.F. Martin & Co.

“Situations that I once perceived
as obstacles I now view as tests of creativity, agility and ingenuity. In this environment of
constant business change, those that can anticipate
and then face today’s challenges head on will help ensure their position in tomorrow’s marketplace.”
Damian Braga,
Senior Vice President,
Global Commercial Operations,
Sanofi Pasteur

“The most important
thing I have learned
from leadership is
simple: Win and lead
through your actions,
never through argument. Those who talk
accordingly get noticed,
those who ACT accordingly get respect and
are followed.”
Matthew Walters,
student body President,
NCC’s Monroe campus;
political science major,
served in the Army
from 2004-2011

“Probably the most
important leadership
lesson for me is the
power of active listening and the learning
opportunity that it
provides. Have the
humility to accept that
there may be better
ideas than yours and
the confidence to
seek them out.”
John E. McGlade,
Chairman, President
and CEO, Air Products &
Chemicals Inc.

“The most important lesson I have learned about being
a leader is to listen carefully and try
to take the perspective of the people you
are working with. Universities are very collaborative. Change is hard for everyone, and
thinking about how it is perceived by different
constituencies can help to achieve it.”
Alice P. Gast, President, Lehigh University

“Hire entrepreneurial individuals who believe in your mission, are
creative leaders in their area of expertise,
and understand how important it is to work as
a member of a team. These individuals are the key
to success of an organization. Make sure that everyone knows the ‘destination’ (goals), but do not micromanage how they get there, as long as the entire
team is working together. If you have a good team,
they will get you to the destination, usually in
very creative and exciting ways.”
Jeffrey A. Parks, President, ArtsQuest

“I have found in all
the leaders I have
studied that the ability
to withstand adversity,
to motivate oneself in
the face of frustration,
is a central trait. So,
too the confidence to
surround oneself with
people who can provide diverse perspectives, argue with you,
and question your
assumptions without
fear of consequence.
And finally, the
emotional intelligence
to acknowledge error,
learn from mistakes,
share credit and
shoulder blame.”
Doris Kearns Goodwin,
Historian and
Presidential Biographer

“I have learned that
a good leader never
stops listening and
learning — and one of
the most vital groups
to listen and learn from
is the people you lead.
Every person on your
team has a story to
tell and has wisdom
to impart. It is your job
as a leader to listen to
that story and learn
from that wisdom. By
doing so, you will grow
personally and professionally and will be
better able to help
your team members
do the same.”
Laura B. Haffner,
Community Bank
President and Senior
Vice President,
Wells Fargo

“I think it’s important to
lead by example. It’s
important to empower
people. It’s important
to communicate and
listen. It’s a two-way
street. You need to
have good communication, two-way communication. You have to
have a conversation so
that the people you’re
leading have an understanding of why you’re
doing certain actions
and what the objective
is rather than just
telling them, ‘You have
to do this.’”
Mathilda Sheptak,
Executive Director,
United Way of
Monroe County

“Leadership is anticipating and solving
problems, taking responsibility, and most importantly, motivating and inspiring individuals.
Great leaders pull together the hearts, minds and
talents of their teams to create results that exceed
everyone’s expectations, and, at the same time, help
people realize their own dreams.”
R. Chadwick Paul Jr., President and CEO,
Ben Franklin Technology Partners of
Northeastern Pennsylvania
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NCC Seen
A sampling of snapshots from recent NCC events

c The Changing of the Guard

In April NCC’s president, Dr. Arthur Scott, and vice president for institutional advancement, Sue Kubik, hosted
a reception to introduce Northampton’s next president, Dr. Mark Erickson, and his wife, Lin, to community leaders. Above: Dr. Scott (in the pink tie) introduces Dr. Mark Erickson to Diane and Mike Molewski. Guests shown
to their right are (l-r) Pam Kennedy, Jennifer VanDeVoorde and Donna Eureyecko.

c Chef-in-Residence

This spring, this popular program
was renamed in memory of its
founder, Bob Wood. Above: Susan and David Shaffer join Bob’s
sister and brother-in-law, Judy
and Larry Sheftel, and his wife,
Ilene, in celebrating Bob’s legacy.
Below: Guests Barbara and Ted
Burger chat with Foundation
board member Tonya Hummers.

c Tribute Garden

The sun was shining, a light breeze was blowing, birds were singing, flowers and trees were
blooming — it was a perfect day to spend some time in Northampton Community College’s
Tribute Garden. Students, faculty, staff and distinguished guests gathered on April 19 to
acknowledge the past year’s additions to the garden, as well as to dedicate a new Butterfly
Garden and cut the ribbons on an Alumni Walkway and Plaza. Left: Butterfly Garden Groundbreaking: Students Karen Trively, Grayson Davis, Brandi Gulick, Professor Sharon Lee-Bond,
Donors Tim ‘76 and Karen Brady ‘74. Above: Alumni Walkway and Plaza Ribbon Cutting —
Lenore Pitsilos ’83 , Cindy Staffieri Workman ‘74, Steve Grimes ’72, Marie Sterlein ’83, Steve
Repasch ’75, Sally Jablonski ’78, Anna Stofko ’77, Cindy Glick ’92, Scott Raab ‘92.
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c White House Dinner

Before feasting on chicory coffee-dusted filet mignon and Charleston shrimp and grits, guests at the Alumni Association’s annual White House dinner
checked out some of the items up for bid at the silent auction. Left to right above: Susie Macri and Sandi Vulcano, Bob and Pam Fehnel, and Ron and
Mary Jo Reed; Bob and Pam Fehnel with Dr. Arnold Cook; and Larry Sechney, Mike McGovern, and Gerry and Jill Long.

eA

Gracious
Dinner Guest
Renowned historian Doris Kearns
Goodwin graciously mingled with
guests and signed autographs
at a reception for community
partners and donors prior to
delivering the inaugural address
in a lecture series funded in perpetuity through a challenge grant
from the National Endowment for
the Humanities. She is shown at
left with Steve and Jeanne Follett
and at right with Diane and Chris
Martin who brought their copy of
her book, “Team of Rivals.”

c Take Me Out to
the Ball Game
Parents and alumni got to see
both the baseball and softball
teams play (and win!) and to
enjoy a tailgate party during the
spring sports season. ◆

c Faces of Success Magazine Launch Party

Some of the 200+ alumni who were nominated to be featured on NCC billboards — and the people who
nominated them — gather round a mobile billboard parked on the grass outside Alumni Hall at a launch party
celebrating the publication of a special issue of Northampton magazine lauding their accomplishments.
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notes
Architectural
Technology
1981 Charles Harrison
is the owner of Chuck Harrison
Residential Design in Center
Valley. He and his wife, Betsy,
live in Easton and have two
children, David and Kristin.

Business
Administration
2011 Kim Williams
of Easton is a buyer of direct
materials for Daiichi Sankyo, Inc.
in Bethlehem.

Early Childhood
2009 Lisa Zimmerman
of Schuylkill Haven graduated
magna cum laude last year
from Ashford University with
a bachelor’s degree in early
childhood education. She was
accepted into the educational
studies program at Duquesne
University’s graduate school of
education. She is the director of
Right from the Start Daycare &
Preschool Center in Hamburg.

Education

Computer
Information Systems
2000 Nicholas
Cornelius of Nazareth is
an estimator at Brown Printing
Company in East Greenville.

Dental Hygiene
1999 Christopher Coyle
of Pen Argyl is a teacher
at Belvidere High School in
Belvidere, N.J.

Alumni Share Their Stories

Electrical
Construction
Technology
2009 Moeketsi Sello
of Pretoria, South Africa, is
a general supervisor for the
Gauteng Department of Education
in Pretoria. He is studying
electrical engineering at
Tshwane South College, and
won a scholarship to study
engineering in the U.S.

Electronics
Technology

2007 Carly Sychterz
Woytko of Mohnton is a
registered dental hygienist at Dr.
Donna DiJinio’s office in Reading.
Sychterz says: “I am so thankful I
went to NCC and completed the
hygiene program.”

1975 Guy Chocensky
of Searsport, Maine, is the
chief executive officer of
Children’s Books Online: The
Rosetta Project.

2005 Brad Britland of
Chatham, N.J., is a project
manager at Merck in Summit,
N.J. He received bachelor’s and
master’s degrees from Penn
State University.

General Studies

Emergency Services

2007 Thomas Janis
of Nazareth is finishing a
graduate degree in international
education at Lehigh University.
He hopes to work overseas for
a while and is waiting to hear
back on a Fulbright scholarship to
teach in Turkey next year. In the
future, he hopes to work in higher
education with international
students in some capacity.
Thomas currently tutors parttime in the English as a Second
Language (ESL) program at NCC.

2008 Maryellen Keegan
of Saylorsburg is an emergency
preparedness planner for the
Monroe County Emergency
Management Agency in
Stroudsburg.

Funeral Service
2004 F. Joshua Claudio
of Boston, Mass., is the chief development systems administrator
for Big Brothers Big Sisters of
Massachusetts Bay in Boston.

General Education

2005 Jeffrey Hoelzel is
a funeral director at the Schisler
Funeral Home in Northampton.
He and his wife, Michelle, live in
Allentown and have three children,
Timothy, Ryan and Madison.

2006 Jill Fuls of Bath is
the owner of Sweet Girlz bakery
in Easton.

Individualized
Transfer Studies

continued on page 36

Log in to Alumni Net, www.northampton.edu/alumni, and post an alumni
note or send your story and photos to alumni@northampton.edu.
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SUPPLIED

MICHELE MCELLROY
‘84, ‘98, ‘04, ‘08
“Excuse me, are you a paleontologist?”
Times were tough at first. “We ate a lot of spaghetti. My son still won’t
hat might seem like an unexpected queseat spaghetti to this day,” she said with a laugh., but after word spread,
tion to come out of the mouth of an inquisiCuddle Zone experienced exponential growth. When she quickly reached
tive 3 year-old boy when meeting a visitor
capacity of 96 students, it was time to build.
to his preschool classroom. But The Cuddle
“It was a very cool project,” she said of the construction process. “Kids in
Zone Learning Center owner/director Michele
the center were essentially building their own building. We put construction
McEllroy says that it’s precisely moments like these
hats on, and the contractor would let us in to explore. We
that remind her why she loves what she does.
saw the machinery, met the workers there,
“Everything you teach these kids, they
made drawings of the building … the
want to know more,” she says. The paleontology question, for
kids were so excited to finally move
example, made perfect sense in context: the children had just
★
in in April 2001.”
been learning about dinosaurs, and had become particularly
OARD
BILLB NEE
All the while, McEllroy made
enthralled by the topic. “It’s wonderful to see them learning
I
NOM
it a priority to continue her eduso much about so many things. It shows how much education
★
can make a difference in their lives,” she said.
Tucked away in an industrial area behind the IronPigs field
at Coca-Cola Park, Cuddle Zone is home to 150 children, ages 6
weeks through 10 years old. It’s easy to see why a child would be comfortable at the center. The multicolored building, which McEllroy designed
from scratch, looks as if it could have been constructed with giant Legos.
Large windows in every classroom keep the atmosphere bright and airy.
Technology and creative arts supplies are freely available.
Since McEllroy first founded Cuddle Zone in 1995, her top priority
for the center has been to provide a safe, welcoming community that
emphasizes education. “From the beginning, I knew I didn’t want to be
known as a babysitter,” she said. “It was very important to me. I wanted
the center to be a learning environment, to make a difference in the
lives of children.“
She admits that she fell backwards into the childcare business.
While many peers in her field begin by studying early childhood education first, then later seek to learn business skills, McEllroy did the
cation. After Northampton, where she earned both an associate degree
opposite: She began a successful career as a bookkeeper and treasurer
and specialized diplomas, she continued to earn a bachelor’s degree.
of an architectural/ engineering firm, and then changed her focus after
This summer, she expects to graduate with a master’s degree from Ship12 years in the workforce.
pensburg University.
“I had two children in childcare, then I got pregnant with my third
“It was a lot of late nights,” she said of balancing going to school with
child,” she said. “I thought to myself, ‘My whole check is going to go to
running a business. “In the beginning, I did all of the accounting at home
childcare — what else can I do?’”
after the kids went to bed. I’ve done every job here: cooking, cleaning, beMcEllroy, who always had a desire to own a business, thought a childing a teacher’s aide. Then I’d come home to spend time with my kids. But
care center was the perfect option — she could work and keep her chilI made sure to fit school in.”
dren with her. It was a win-win situation.
Her passion to continue her education has rubbed off on her staff,
However, she found out that despite her passion and a well-thoughtmany of whom have gone back to school for higher degrees while workout plan, she had some roadblocks to overcome. As a single mother withing there. The emphasis on education for the children and the center’s
out business ownership experience and no other income sources, it was
staff has helped Cuddle Zone achieve the exclusive Star 4 status from the
hard to find a bank that would take a chance on the business.
Pennsylvania Keystone STARS.
“I went to four banks who laughed at me,” she said. “It was real“I love what I do,” McEllroy said. “I never dreamed I’d end up here, but
ly hard.” Finally, one bank offered her the much-needed loan, and she
I’m so glad I did.”◆
opened at an existing property right next door to the center’s current location in December 1995.
by Sandy Stahl

was a lot of late
“Itnights,
balancing
going to school
with running
a business.

”
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DONOR PROFILE

Kevin and Pat Hughes Making Good Things Happen

Hughes family invests in student

SUCCESS

Kevin and Pat Hughes with their son Brian (left)

“ When you look

at Northampton Community
College,” says Kevin Hughes,
“I believe we’re looking at an
essential piece of the higher
education puzzle: the classroom
experience is excellent, students leave with employable
skills, and it costs a lot less than
a private four-year college.”
These were a few of the
factors that led Kevin and his
wife, Pat, to make a lead gift in
support of NCC’s new Monroe
County campus.
“We have people in our
community who want — no,
need — to go to college,” says
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Kevin, who grew up in the
Stroudsburg area. Northampton
is one option for some people,
but for others it may be their
only opportunity to get a college degree.”
Kevin and Pat both earned
degrees in printing management from Rochester Institute of
Technology. “College was a big
deal for both sets of parents,”
says Pat. “They believed college
was essential, actually even
mandatory. They wanted us to
better ourselves.”
“I was learning how to run
the family business,” recalls
Kevin, who was raised in

the East Stroudsburg-based
Hughes Printing Company. “At
RIT, we covered everything
from printing operations and
plant management to distribution and design. Back at home,
I worked in the plant. I drove
trucks. I worked in manufacturing and then production
management. I learned it all.”
When the Hughes Printing
Company was sold in 1990,
Kevin and Pat decided to try
something new. “We moved
to Monticello, N.Y.,” says Pat,
who grew up on a Lake Placid
historic site that belonged to
abolitionist John Brown, “and
we bought a bowling alley.”
“It was a far cry from printing,” Kevin admits.
The couple had to learn
everything from pinsetter repair
and lane maintenance to league
management and birthday party
scheduling. “In a small business,” says Pat, “you do everything yourself.”
“Our whole family loves to
bowl,” says Kevin. “The bowling business was hard work,
but also a lot of fun. After a
few years, the business really
took off. We sold the place
after 12 years, but I’d love to
do it again some day.”
Today, the couple runs
the R. Dale and Frances M.
Hughes Foundation. “We have
been very fortunate,” says

Pat. “This community helped
our family succeed, and now
we’re able to help provide
opportunities for others to be
successful.” As Kevin says,
“We would much rather give
someone a hand up than a
handout. Handouts generate
dependency, but a hand up
empowers people to take control of their own destinies.”
The family foundation,
established by Kevin’s parents,
has been a longtime supporter
of Monroe County residents.
“My mom and dad had a vision
and passion for helping people
in our community,” says Kevin.
“We want to stay true to that
vision. At the same time, we
live in a changing world. We’re
going to be responsive to the
needs of Monroe County today,
and what it will become.”
At Northampton, the
Hughes Scholarship Endowment has provided support
for up to two dozen Monroe
County students every year,
and the academic building at
the new NCC campus will bear
the Hughes family name.
“Although we’re grateful
for the recognition,” says Pat,
“we’re actually private people.
Recognition is not the point of
good deeds. We’re just happy
that we can help make good
things happen.” ◆
by Paul Acampora
PHOTO BY DAVID W. COULTER

JOHN POSH ‘88
MRI and CAT scans. So none of the techniques work perfectly well. That’s
s a graduate of NCC’s radiography program,
one of the reasons we put the book [Paleoimaging, in 2011] out there, to
John Posh ’88 has become a go-to guy when
advocate a team approach to this type of work.”
a scientist, zoo or researcher wants to find
Requests for Posh’s expertise grew exponentially as the years passed.
out more about an uncommon item in their
And, to Posh, no request is too weird. Some plans for the future include
possession. His reputation for being able
scans of a rhinoceros horn (as soon as he can figure out how to insure its
to solve technical challenges creatively
half-million dollar value for a weekend of testing) and an endangered ani(How can you scan a nine-foot-long
mal preserved frozen at a zoo. “You can’t just call an insurance company
whale flipper when the scanner is too
and say, hey, how much for a policy to cover a rhinoceros horn,” he said.
small and the heavy flipper is too unwieldy to move? Answer: Through a
Posh has also found professional and personal satisfaction in his role
complex, custom series of rollers.), and his unwavering attention to detail
as director of the MRI internship program at the University of Pennsylhave led him to assist in the study of items that have often never been
vania in Philadelphia. He uses what he’s learned from his nontraditional
analyzed through scans before.
“patients” to teach his students how to better treat their human patients
“I couldn’t go to work and do the same thing every day,” Posh said
when they return to the workforce after his six-month internship.
with a laugh. “This works really well for me.”
“I teach the students not to take things for granted,” he says.
Combined with teaching the MRI technologist internship
On a given day, he might show them a series of 20 scans of a
program at the University of Pennsylvania, authoring books
★
spine, and slip in one of a dog. Or, he might show a scan of
and research studies, lecturing around the country, consultRD
A
O
B
a dead human’s brain and see if they can notice the differing on safety in the field, and holding a position at the BioBILL NEE
I
M
ences.
“On a dead brain, there’s no blood flow to the head.
anthropology Research Institute at Quinnipiac University in
NO
★
Connecticut, Posh keeps himself very busy. But it’s just the
way he likes it.
Posh’s research has helped scientists discover how the muscles in a flipper work together to propel a massive whale through
the ocean so gracefully, and how an elephant’s foot can support tons of
weight at a time. He enjoys being part of the scientific discovery process.
The Bethlehem Township resident started to branch out from his traditional radiologist job two decades ago, when, as a hospital technologist,
he became involved in a project for a nearby medical examiner’s office,
where it is common to have X-ray technologists assist in the morgue and
other areas.
It’s not a menu item a student can
“Soon after X-rays were discovered, they started being used for forennormally choose,” he explained. Tacsics. It went well together. You could take pictures of stuff, and that was
tics such as these encourage the stuimportant,” he said.
dents to pay attention to what they
But this project needed more information than an X-ray could provide.
are doing and help them better know
Posh was asked to be involved in the case, and used MRI and CAT scans
what to look for when they are workto deliver more information to the examiner’s office. “We solved this probing with live patients, he said.
lem, which was really exciting. Then it spread from there,” Posh said.
Often, a good scan by a technologist can help find problems that a
Posh and his colleagues wanted to know how to better use scanning
doctor interpreting the results wouldn’t see otherwise. This can lead to
technology in forensics. “We came up with another project, where we
better health care for the patient who might need it, he says.
were tracking bullet trajectories, looking at fatal gunshot victims and
In spite of — or more likely because of — his unorthodox teaching
tracking the bullet path through tissue, noninvasively, with MRI and CAT
style, his students excel. Employers know how desirable they are and
scans. And that was fabulous.”
clamor for his graduates, and he can boast their 100 percent pass rate on
This project led to a lot of lecture invitations on the use of these techthe boards at the end of the program.
nologies in forensics.
But in addition to skills, Posh teaches compassion. He tells the story
“Through that, we got a reputation for doing weird stuff,” he said.
of a student who held a patient’s hand throughout a whole procedure beSoon after, Posh joined a professional acquaintance doing MRI scanning
cause the patient needed someone to be with her. It’s a philosophy that
of a mummy, which ended up touring around the world. The success of
can be forgotten in today’s health care world: patients are people, and the
that project has prompted calls from others who want similar work done
healthcare workers should never feel that they are above them.
on other mummies.
“That’s what I’m looking for in my students,” he said. ◆
“Nothing is perfect. If you have a 500-year-old body, you have no medical records and no context for anything you might find. It’s all guesswork.
by Sandy Stahl
You can X-ray and it’ll give you some information but not all of it. Same for

“We got a reputation for doing
weird stuff.” And requests
for their expertise grew.

SUPPLIED
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Liberal Arts
1990 Annette Fedornock
of Fairfield, Ohio, works as a safety
data compliance administrator at
Advanced Testing Labs in Cincinnati.
She has two children, Charles
and Samantha.
1995 Steven Yapsuga

What is cooking anyway?

The way Chef Scott describes
the work, it sounds a little bit like magic. “You gather your ingredients. You
put them together. You treat them right. If you know
what you’re doing, you’ll get something good.” It
sounds a lot like teaching, but Chef Scott doesn’t
want to draw the comparison too far. “When I cook
a fish,” he says, “there’s no chance I’m going to
change the life of the fish. When I’m in the classroom, it’s a different story.”
Northampton Community College is in
the business of changing people’s
lives. But believe it or not, it takes
more than Chef Scott to make
that happen. It requires support
from a community of alumni and
friends like you. That’s why we
need you to join the Northampton
Community College Fund. You can
make a gift in honor of a teacher
like Chef Scott who may have inspired you when you
were a student or you can direct your contribution to
academic programs or specific areas of the college that
interest you.

Whether you give $100, $50, $25, or $10, your gift will make
a difference. So please take a moment to click on the
ALUMNI & FRIENDS link at www.northampton.edu and
make a gift to the NCC Annual Fund today.
Because when it comes to making a difference,
the most important ingredient is you!

Northampton Community College

of Baltimore, Md., is a market
development manager at TESSCO
Technologies in Hunt Valley, Md.
He received a bachelor’s degree
from Towson University in 1997
and an EMBA from SellingerLoyola University.
1998 Joseph Fink
is the organist and assistant
choir director at St. Anthony’s
Catholic Church in Easton. He
received a bachelor’s degree in
music from Moravian College.
Joseph and his wife, Amy, live in
Easton and have three children,
Joseph, Alex and Jude.
2006 Philip Joly
of Allentown received a Grammy
Certificate during the 2012 Grammy
Awards for his engineering work
on the Kanye West album, “My
Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy.”
The 2009 graduate of the SUNY
Purchase Conservatory of Music’s
studio production program currently
works at Electric Lady Studios in
New York City. In 2011, he received
assistant engineering credits on
the reissue of the Rolling Stones
album, “Some Girls.” At Electric

continued on page 39
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JOSEPH
SCHUPP
’82

or Joseph Schupp ‘82, pursuing a career in the business field was never in
doubt. But rather than wanting to start
a company of his own, he found himself
drawn to helping others with theirs.
As vice president and community development officer at Reading-based Sovereign Bank,
Schupp has a chance to do that in several ways: not
only does he help to build area businesses through lending and more
traditional banking services, he also runs the department in charge of
awarding grants to local organizations in need.
“The job is great. I love what I do,” he said. “I can directly see how
it positively affects the community where I live.”
Schupp, a longtime Lehigh Valley resident, says that a neighborhood’s success is directly tied to a strong workforce, affordable housing
and thriving local businesses. He finds it rewarding to watch the success
stories that he has played a part in, both personally and professionally.
“I’m proud of the work that I do. It’s a great feeling to know that I’m
making a difference,” he said.
Schupp’s impact on the community has been large, particularly in
the area of low-income housing. He serves as president of the Valley
Housing Development Corporation, which provides affordable and safe
housing for families, seniors and those with special needs who might
not otherwise be able to afford it. He also serves as treasurer of Alliance for Building Communities, an organization that similarly aims to
revitalize neighborhoods through affordable local housing and a firsttime homebuyer program.
The Freedom High School grad, who has worked at Sovereign for 14
PHOTO BY RANDY MONCEAUX

years, says his time at Northampton helped prepare him for his career,
and was a place where he developed long-lasting friendships.
“It’s one of the best investments I could ever have made,” he said.
“The whole experience was great. I still have friends I’m in touch with
from the College. We had great times — I remember going on some
great ski trips with the ski club, and playing tennis.”
From Northampton, Schupp continued his education at Kutztown
University, where he began his career by working part time at D&B (then
Dun & Bradstreet). He credits his education from the two colleges with
helping him get his foot in the door there.
“It was a great experience at a great company. I would have classes
until 2 or 3 p.m. and then work from 4-7 p.m. calling contacts on the
West Coast,” he said. “I feel very lucky to have had that position.”
After graduation, Schupp started working at a few area banks, beginning as a credit analyst, then working in the loan review area, and
working his way up the chain.
Along the way, he says, “I loved learning the business, learning how
it operates and what’s involved in running a bank.”
At Sovereign, he enjoys the community-involvement emphasis ingrained into the company culture. Employees are encouraged to donate

who gets funded is
“aChoosing
very difficult decision, because
the pot is only so big.
”

their time to area organizations, and the community development department is seen as an important function. Schupp says he particularly
enjoys being able to award grants to organizations that can use the
funds to do something that impacts the community.
“I wish we could give more,” he said. “Choosing who gets funded is
a very difficult decision, because the pot is only so big.”
Schupp, an avid golfer, husband and father of a 13-year-old daughter, says
he hopes to continue to help impact the community throughout his career.
“I definitely feel fortunate to be able to do what I do,” he said.◆
by Sandy Stahl
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MEMORIAM

Frank Banko passed
away in November at the age
of 92. The founder of Banko
Business Enterprises, Frank
was a successful businessman
and entrepreneur known for his
generosity to the community.
Northampton was among many
organizations he supported. A
student lounge in NCC’s Fowler
Family Southside Center is
named in his honor.
Irving “Rocky” Bayer
died on April 2. A gifted graphic
artist, teacher, blues singer and
actor, the multi-talented Rocky
worked in the public information
office at NCC, designed
striking posters promoting the
College’s theatre productions
and taught graphic arts as an
adjunct faculty member. His
longtime colleague and friend,
Professor Emeritus Norman
Roberts, describes Rocky as
“a circus master, orchestrating
connections” between people
and between ideas, “circles
within circles, ad infinitum.”

David Eisenhauer ’97
passed away on March 14. David
majored in business management
at NCC and worked as a chef.

Kelly Knitter
Heckman ’03 died on
December 26. A hotel and
restaurant management major,
Kelly worked as an assistant
manager at Jack Creek
SteakHouse and then for Central
Power & Light Company.

Kaitlyn Michelle King
passed away on Valentine’s Day.
She was a graduate of Pocono
Mountain East High School who
was studying early childhood
education at Northampton.
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Anthony Kupstas died
on November 29. A business
administration major, Anthony
worked in the human resources
department at Bethlehem Steel
for 35 years before retiring. He
was a veteran, having served in

the Navy during the Vietnam War.

Christine May ’02 passed
away on December 30. In
addition to earning an associate
degree in criminal justice at
NCC, Christine graduated from

DeSales University magna
cum laude. She was the intake
coordinator for Family Answers
and previously had served as the
managed care coordinator for
Pinebrook Services for Children
and Youth.

Bill Bearse

Professor Emeritus of Physical Education
e knew how to golf. He knew how to bowl. He knew how to coach. And, boy, did he know how
to tell stories.
Bill Bearse will be remembered for all of these things, and for so much more. Northampton
Community College’s longtime director of athletics passed away on April 6. His students and colleagues will
play on as better athletes and people for having known him.
Bill joined the faculty at NCC as a physical education instructor and baseball coach in 1972, the year in which
Yogi Berra was elected to baseball’s Hall of Fame. Thirty-five years later, Bill was inducted into Northampton’s Hall
of Fame, but we are getting ahead of the story.
In the intervening decades, Bill coached golf, bowling and cross country in addition to baseball and became
NCC’s director of athletics, overseeing the evolution of the College’s
athletic program into a powerhouse in the Eastern Pennsylvania Collegiate
Conference, which he helped to found. He served as president of the
Conference for 15 years and also as commissioner for the Pennsylvania
Collegiate Athletic Association ,which he helped to organize.
His teams at Northampton earned 28 state titles and 68 conference
championships. Bill did not take all of the credit for that. Early in his
career, after his 100th career win in baseball, Bill was asked about his
success as a coach. “I have pretty good material to begin with,” he said.
“There’s a lot of talent in the Lehigh Valley. That’s because the community
is behind sports. There are good programs in the high schools and good
summer recreation programs. Young people here get the chance to become good athletes.”
Bill wasn’t always a fan of the Lehigh Valley. The Georgia native recalled his first game as NCC’s baseball
coach this way in an interview in The Morning Call: “My kids came onto the field [at Lehigh University where
they were playing the jayvee] with beanies and winter gloves on. I had my uniform and my kangaroo baseball
shoes on. By the second inning, my feet are frozen .... I never played a game that had temperatures so cold.”
Bill stuck it out, over the years helping hundreds of local athletes — and a few from further afield — take
their skill to the next level, teaching them both strategy and discipline. He described himself as a strong believer in
drilling in practice and in getting his players to take a professional attitude toward their sport, but not in bullying.
“Sport is just one part of the total educational process,” Bill said in an interview in 1980. “It teaches you
team play and cooperation. It teaches you how to deal with adversities and to be flexible. I take the game
seriously, but I laugh when something’s funny. I say, do your best, but have fun.”
And have fun he did. So did his athletes, so did his coaches, so did his colleagues.
On learning of Bill’s death, NCC President Dr. Arthur Scott said, “It is impossible to capture how much Bill
has meant to Northampton. His accomplishments have been well documented, but what I always appreciated
was his integrity. You could trust Bill with anything. He was also a very good friend and probably the best
storyteller I have known. We laughed a great deal together, often about the same embellished stories. I will
miss him.”
So will we all. ◆

SANDS CASINO RESORT BETHLEHEM INVITES YOU TO THE THIRD ANNUAL
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Lady Studios, he has worked
with John Mayer, Patti Smith,
Beach House, Green Day, Metric
and other popular recording acts.

technologist at Grand View
Hospital in Sellersville. She
received a bachelor’s degree from
Muhlenberg College.

Medical
Administrative
Assistant

Radio/TV
1997 James Busfield
of North Hollywood, Calif., is a
producer at Silver Nitrate in Studio
City, Calif. He received a bachelor’s
degree from Ithaca College.
2000 Tim Cox of Bethlehem
is a photojournalist/editor/ENG
truck operator for WFMZ-TV 69
News. He received bachelor’s
degrees from Kutztown University
in electronic media and public
administration, with a minor in
political science.

Registered Nursing

2005 Lynn Anoai of
Minneola, Fla., has been
promoted to head of public
relations as well as the Rage
TV Show host for WXW
wrestling. She also works with
the Wild Samoan Pro-Wrestling
Training Center and the nonprofit
USOS Foundation.

Practical Nursing
1979 Cynthia Hammond
is an infection control nurse at
Banner Del E. Webb Medical
Center in Sun City West, Ariz.
She became certified in infection
control in December. Cynthia
and her husband, Bud, live in
Avondale, Ariz., and have two
children, Harry and Billy. She
became a grandmother of twin
boys in June 2011.

1980 John Roethke
of Horsham is a vice president
of clinical services at Home
Solutions.
2009 Susan Nastasee
of Bethlehem works for Kindred
Healthcare in the ICU/CCU/
telemetry department. She is
pursuing a bachelor’s degree in
nursing at Penn State.
2012 Jeffrey Thomas
of Nazareth is a registered nurse
in the emergency department of
the Pocono Medical Center in
East Stroudsburg.

Social Work
2010 Bonnie Richardson
of Wind Gap is employed at
Families First in Pen Argyl. ◆

BENEFITS THE NORTHAMPTON COMMUNITY
COLLEGE FOUNDATION’S NEH CHALLENGE GRANT

AUGUST 18 & 19 t 12PM – 4PM
$
75 PER PERSON, PER DAY
Experience a fabulous weekend with a Grand Tasting featuring some
of the Lehigh Valley’s premier restaurants, plus wine and beer
from around the world and lots of other fun surprises!
Enjoy a special Bourbon and Whiskey Tasting hosted by Southern Wine
and Spirits. Tasting will be held on both days during the Food and
Wine Festival in the Bucks Meeting Room. Tickets are $25 per ticket.*

Tickets on sale now. For details on ticket sales
call 877-726-3777 or visit PaSands.com.
SPONSORS
PRESENTING
Allentown Beverage
Southern Wines
UNDERWRITING
Adams Outdoor Advertising
Sands Casino Resort Bethlehem
ENTERTAINMENT
National Penn Bank
PLATINUM
B104
Molewski Financial Partners
GOLD
Christmas City Printing
Express Times
TuWay Communications

CONTRIBUTING
American Bank
Boro Construction
Capital Blue Cross
Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
of the Lehigh Valley
Dan’s Camera
D’Huy Engineering
HB Engineers Inc.
JBM Mechanical
J. M. Uliana & Associates, LLC
Just Born, Inc.
MSKD Architects
Pennoni Associates Inc.
Skepton Construction
Sodexo
Team Capital Bank
Worth and Company

RESTAURANTS
Blue
Bolete Restaurant and Inn
Bravo! Cucina Italiana
Burgers And More by Emeril
Carnegie Deli
Cosmopolitan
Edge
Elegant Desserts
Emeril’s Chop House
Emeril’s Italian Table
Hampton Winds
Kome
Lee Gribben’s on Main
Melt
Savory Grille
Sette Luna
Shula’s Steak House
St. James Gate Irish Pub and Carvery
Tapas on Main

Sponsorship opportunities are available. Call 610-332-6578 for more information.

Radiography
2006 Brenda Garcsar
of Bethlehem is a radiology
Log in to Alumni Net, www.northampton.edu/alumni,
and post an alumni note or send your story and photos to
alumni@northampton.edu.

*Food and Wine Grand Tasting Ticket must be purchased in order to purchase a ticket for the
Bourbon and Whiskey Tasting. Guest must be 21 years of age or older to participate in any of the
Food & Wine Festival Events. Must present original ticket for entry. No copies accepted. Sands
and Lehigh Valley Food and Wine Festival are not responsible for lost or stolen tickets.
No cancellations, changes or refunds. Restaurant participation may vary by day.

GAMBLING PROBLEM? CALL 1-800-GAMBLER.

DONNA TAGGART ’73

or 20 years, Donna Taggart ‘73 looked at
the deserted Bethlehem Steel property and
saw nothing but potential.
So when she found out that the Sands
Corp. was planning to operate a casino in the area
and was looking for someone to do community outreach, “I knew I could do the job. I was thinking it was
the perfect role for me,’” she said.
Taggart knew a thing or two about economic development and community outreach. As a longtime resident, she knew the region inside and out.
But more importantly, she had built a successful career out of facilitating
connections and partnerships in the area.
“I approached them and said, ‘Hey, I’d love to do that job.’ I offered to do
it on a contract basis, and they agreed,” she said.
From there, her role with the Sands has helped to transform Bethlehem’s
southside. What began as the former deserted site of Bethlehem Steel has
developed into a bustling complex with a hotel, casino, shopping district
and entertainment center, vastly changing the look and feel of the neighborhood. Taggart has connected the Sands with many area partners, including
Northampton Community College, which now trains the casino’s employees.
The College’s foundation also benefits from a successful Lehigh Valley Food
& Wine Festival, which celebrates its third year this summer and attracts
thousands of people to the Sands property.
Taggart, who serves on the Northampton Foundation board and helps to
secure sponsorships for many of the College’s large events, says she enjoys
helping to forge successful partnerships that benefit both sides.
“I love my job, and I love to be able to connect people,” she said. “My
community means so much to me. I’m thrilled to be able to give back.”
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Taggart has more than 25 years in economic development experience.
She began in the field by working as director of administration for the
Lehigh Valley Industrial Park, before moving to the Bethlehem Economic
Development Corporation. In the early 1990s, she became vice president
of regional development at the Lehigh Valley Economic Development Corporation. Some of her professional accomplishments include multi-million
dollar redevelopment projects for the City of Bethlehem and the Easton
Main Street Initiative, which is recognized as the most successful Main
Street program in the state of Pennsylvania.
She also worked for Taggart Associates, later becoming president of
the successful urban redevelopment and planning company in 2005. (Her
husband, the company’s founder, passed away last year.)
“It is important for me to leave a mark in our community,” she said.
“Our community is worth it. I live here. I want to see it succeed.”
She feels the same way about her relationship with Northampton. As
the oldest of six children whose parents did not go to college, when Taggart
enrolled at Northampton, it was a source of pride both for her and her family.
This year, she was chosen to speak at Northampton’s commencement ceremony, an honor she shares with outgoing College President Dr. Art Scott.

Donna Taggart’s role with the
Sands has helped to transform
Bethlehem’s southside.

“When I started, there were no buildings — the college was a group
of trailers,” she recalled. “I made great friends through singing in the
choir. It’s amazing to see what it has become.”
She also can’t wait to see what will become of the Lehigh Valley’s
urban areas in the years that follow.
“These things take time,” she said. “And the economy has set us
back. But it’s a different place than it was 15 years ago, and it will only
get better.” ◆
by Sandy Stahl
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Before We Go

REFLECTION

at the end of the day,
WHAT REALLY MATTERS
IN LEADERSHIP?
Closing thoughts by Dr. Jeff Focht, vice president for academic affairs

On a recent

stroll through the business
section at a local Barnes &
Noble, I was stunned by the
number of leadership books
espousing the most current
trends in leadership theory
and practice. Readers are easily intrigued by keen chapter
titles and eye-catching covers,
many featuring pictures of
prominent leaders or highly
credentialed business scholars. Equally captivating are the
“newly realized” leadership
maxims and creeds filling the
pages of these bestsellers.
It can be a bit overwhelming
keeping up with new trends in
the leadership movement. The
question is, “Have leadership
principles really changed that
much over time?”
A mentor once told me,
“Jeff, at the end of the day,
what matters most in leadership is your integrity.” In the
years that have passed since
hearing that statement, much
has been written about the
subject of integrity due to
the number of well-known
leaders who have led major
companies into the ground
due to selfish motives. Yes,
we are all human. Yes, we all
make mistakes. Yes, we are
all often quick to judge. We
PHOTO BY ADAM ATKINSON

all know this to be true. From
my experience, there seems
to be one foundational truth in
leadership, and it simply boils
down to a commitment to the
daily practice of integrity.
What does integrity consistently require of us? Integrity
asks that we value the contributions of every individual
in an organization as often as
we can, for all people matter.
It demands that we are honest with ourselves and others
in all situations. It requires
authenticity in the most challenging circumstances. It calls
for a delicate balance between
high expectations of self and
others with a high threshold
for forgiveness. It insists that
we serve others in the greatest capacity possible while
keeping our pride in check,
since power is merely loaned
to us as leaders and requires
great responsibility. It wills our
priorities to be in order and
the wisdom to realign them
when we lose focus. It expects
competency in our job duties.
It beckons us to embrace the
deep purpose within our lives
and to empower others to
seek their own potential.
Ultimately, when a leader
practices integrity daily,
it is amazing how most

everything falls into place.
In leadership, as in life, it
is not always what we need
to learn but what we need to
be reminded of that impels
us. So the next time you walk
through your local bookstore

and happen to pass by the
latest and greatest publication
on leadership, you are probably not missing much. Just
remember that at the end of
the day, what really matters in
leadership is your integrity. ◆

About the author: After working in the corporate world and
running his own business, Dr. Focht joined NCC in 2002 as
assistant professor of business. Within a year, he was named
dean of the business and technology division and later vice
president of academic affairs. His doctoral research focused
on campus-based community college leadership development
programs. He helped to develop the President’s Leadership
Institute at NCC. Faculty, staff and students all learn
leadership skills from his example.
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Northampton Community College’s
Founders’ and Inauguration
Week Celebration
Sunday, September 30, 2012 – Saturday, October 6, 2012
Join us for a weeklong celebration of the history and future of
Northampton Community College.

Tentative Schedule of Events
Sunday, September 30
Alumni/Student Tennis Challenge
Monday, October 1
Business Leaders’ Breakfast with Dr. Mark Erickson
Employee Celebration
Tuesday, October 2
Official Founders’ Day Celebration for Students
Retired Alumni Board/Foundation Board/Board of Trustees Luncheon with Dr. Mark Erickson
Athletic Hall of Fame Induction
Wednesday, October 3
School Board and Superintendents’ Breakfast with Dr. Mark Erickson
Alumni Awards Mixer
Thursday, October 4
Guest Speaker for Students (11 a.m. Main, 12:30 p.m. Monroe)
Inauguration of Dr. Mark Erickson as NCC’s fourth president
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Northampton Community College
3835 Green Pond Road
Bethlehem, PA 18020-7599

Friday, October 5
Retiree Luncheon
Community Fabric Awards
Dinner Celebrating NCC’s 45th Anniversary and Dr. Mark Erickson’s Inauguration

